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The European Project and the Eurasian Challenge
Grigorij Mesežnikov, Institute for Public Affairs (Slovakia)

The European Union’s Eastern Partnership initiative is the most ambitious and systemic
project of cooperation that European Union has ever offered to the non-EU post-Soviet states.
After the EU enlargement in 2004–2013, which included 11 Central European former
communist states, the question of developing a strategy of dealing with the former Soviet
republics in Eastern Europe has become an integral part of the European Neighbourhood
Policy agenda.
Unlike the neighbourhood policy in other regions such as in the Mediterranean and the Middle
East regions, the initiative of Eastern Partnership (EaP) refers to countries whose aspirations
to achieve the full-fledged membership in the EU are not a priori unfeasible or unimaginable.
Although the initiative did not include the Union's commitment to develop a procedure that
would provide EaP countries a full-fledged EU membership, all its logic is aimed at
implementing such internal changes in these countries without which membership would not
be possible and which would create favourable conditions for achieving membership. This
logic, if the project is successfully continuing in implementing its underlying principle of
“more-for-more”, should reinforce the feasibility of the European aspirations of individual EaP
countries.
Today, seven years after the initiative was launched in Prague in May 2009, the situation with
the implementation of EaP goals is evidently much more complicated than at the beginning.
Although the initiative has lost nothing from its intrinsic nature and continues to be the most
influential factor in relations between the EU and six Eastern European countries, its
implementation has become more complicated due to a number of factors including the
events which took place in the recent years in the EU itself, in its individual member states, in
the member states of EaP and in policies of Russia, a strong external actors who took a hard
course against the EU and EaP countries, not least in response to the EaP initiative.
Nevertheless, the EaP initiative has achieved concrete tangible results. Three EaP countries
(Georgia, Ukraine and Moldova) managed to sign an Association Agreement with the EU,
fulfilling the necessary criteria. It was an undeniable success that will leave indelible footprints
in their development, regardless of a direction it takes. However, Ukraine has paid an
unimaginably high price for the opportunity to sign the Association Agreement, the lives of
thousands of its citizens as a result of aggression of Putin’s Russia, the annexation of Crimea,
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and the war in Donbas. As part of EaP, projects of cooperation with the three countries have
been carried out by the EU in various areas, gradually changing the legislative environment,
preparing wide liberalization of the visa regime, improving border management, etc. For
citizens of these EaP countries, the idea of the European future is getting more visible outlines.
While one country of the EaP, Armenia, left the way to the convergence with the EU under
pressure from Russia, development of another country, Belarus, practically has not moved
forward due to the on-going anti-democratic excesses. As a result, the country cannot
participate in the implementation of the EaP programs. Implementation of EaP programmes
in Azerbaijan has been stalled after a severe crackdown on human rights in 2014-15 and its
condemnation by the European Union.
The EU itself is facing serious challenges in the years 2015–2016 that limit its ability to act,
undermine its internal consistency, detract from cooperation with Eastern partners and cast
doubt among part of the EU political elite about meaningfulness of the EaP. The wave of
migrants from the Middle East sparked tensions among individual member states, between
them and the European Commission, especially in the issue of relocation of migrants.
Visegrad-4 countries stand up against a common EU approach in this issue, although
previously they, on the contrary, had always preferred solidarity actions. In addition, worrying
trends of illiberal exercise of power and authoritarian practices of concentration of power
have developed recently in some Central European countries, including the Visegrad 4, leading
to internal institutional and political confrontation as well as to serious concerns in Brussels
and Western European capitals.
On the wave of public resistance against arrival of foreign migrants in Western and Central
Europe, xenophobic, populist, extreme right- and left-wing and Eurosceptic forces have
strengthened their positions in a number of EU member states. It is among them that Vladimir
Putin is looking for and finding his allies. He also applies maximum pressure (diplomatic,
economic, political, and military) on the EaP countries in order to divert them from Europe.
He tries to convince the mainstream part of Europe’s political elite of Europe that the idea of
closer EU cooperation with Eastern European countries brings unnecessary problems for the
Union itself, that this cooperation has no future because Russia will never agree with it and
therefore it is doomed to failure. Instead, Russia offers to the EaP countries its own
“integration” project, the Eurasian Union, the acceptance of which would – at least
temporarily – bury the chances of the countries of Eastern Europe for rapprochement with
the EU and their deep socio-economic reforms.
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In this situation, despite the difficulties, which the EU and its member states are facing, it is
important that the EaP project remains alive. Perhaps, it needs certain restart, which should
be preceded by a careful evaluation of the accumulated experience with all its
accomplishments and failures, and their causes and contexts. During the past seven years, a
solid community of stakeholders who care about EaP policy has been formed in the EU and in
Eastern European countries. In the current difficult circumstances, their voices may resonate
stronger today than before. Such people also constitute opinion-making independent expert
and activist community in the Visegrad 4 countries who understand very well what it means
for a country to make a European choice, execute it, and protect it from authoritarian threats.
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The Visegrad 4 Countries: A Driving Force of the European Eastern Policy?
Maksym Khylko, Chairman of the Board of East European Security Research Initiative
Foundation (Ukraine)

Visegrad Group is an example for the Eastern Partnership countries
The willingness of the Visegrad countries to become the driving force of the EU’s Eastern policy
will test the maturity of the Central European Quartet.
Having marked its twenty-fifth anniversary this year, the Visegrad Group has special
significance for the Eastern Partnership countries: it represents for them an opportunity to
pass a long way of reforms in a short historical period of time. When Ukrainian officials
complain that reforms cannot be carried out quickly, they are reminded of the experience of
neighbouring Poland, which GDP in 1991 was approximately equal to the Ukrainian one.
However, at the time when Ukraine kept churning out oligarchs, Poland was implementing
radical reform. When Kiev was entangled in the "multi-vector" policy, Warsaw had a clear
course towards Europe.
The results are plain to see. As of 2013, the pre-war Ukrainian GDP was almost three times
smaller than the Polish one, now - up to five times. Comparison of GDP per capita will be even
more eloquent, not to mention the multiple wage gap. The same applies to other countries of
the Visegrad Group and Eastern Partnership. For example, GDP performance in the Czech
Republic is two and a half time higher than in Belarus, comparative country in terms of
population. At the same time, the Czechs have managed to develop without discounted
Russian gas, which Belarusians obtained at the expense of their strategic enterprises and
independence.
Freed from the Moscow dictator in the 1980-90s, Hungarians, Poles, Czechs and Slovaks chose
a course towards European and Euro-Atlantic integration, announced it in the Visegrad
Declaration of 1991 and always followed the chosen way. Slovaks only once (in the first half
of 1990) yielded to the temptation of populism, but managed to realize the mistake on time
and catch up.
Today the Visegrad Four (V-4) is a valuable example for the members of the Eastern
Partnership (EaP), that clearly demonstrates what can be achieved over a decade of reforms
aimed at European integration. Already in 1999, Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic
5
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joined NATO. In 2004, Slovakia also joined NATO and entered the Quartet of the European
Union. Thus, the citizens of V-4 countries have become a part of the strongest political,
economic and military-political alliance in the world. At the same time, they do not have to
sacrifice their freedom and identity in order to get the economic support and military security,
as opposed to integration with Kremlin, which imposes corruption, authoritarianism and the
“Russian ideology” in a single package with discounts on gas.
The experience of successful European Transformation of Poles, Czechs and Slovaks is
debunked by the Russian propaganda that democracy and liberal economy contradict the very
nature of the Slavs. In fact, exactly the opposite is the case – democratic and liberal values are
very appropriate for the Slavs, as can be seen from the example of our neighbouring Slavic
peoples with languages and culture cognate to ours.
Of course, we are not going to idealize the Visegrad group. Their policy is not always coherent;
moreover, after reaching the main objectives of the original association - entry into the EU
and NATO - relationships within the V-4 lost momentum. Disagreements over such
fundamental issues as sanctions against Russia and the development of energy cooperation
with Moscow even gave rise to talks about the decline of V-4. However, recently the Visegrad
countries have set out the goal to get more attention to their positions within the EU; and it
will be easier to achieve together, especially in the context of the forthcoming presidency of
Slovakia in the European Union.
The Russian factor is in the Visegrad countries
Freed after the collapse of the Soviet bloc, the countries of the Visegrad Four rushed into the
European and Euro-Atlantic structures - not least due to the desire to get away from Moscow
and obtain sufficient guarantees of independence from the EU and NATO. They almost
succeeded: the North Atlantic Alliance has provided military security and the EU has provided
political and economic independence. Unlike the Eastern Partnership countries, still critically
dependent on trade with Russia, Visegrad countries export only 3-5% to Russia. The share of
imports from Russia is slightly higher - about 5-10%, and a significant portion of the figures is
energy resources.
The persistently high level of energy dependency of the Visegrad countries on Russia (threequarters of the oil and gas, and practically all nuclear power) does not allow to say that they
were able to completely free themselves from Moscow, as energy for Kremlin – is not the
goods but economic weapons that may "shoot" at any time. Such situation has happened in
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the cases of Belarus in 2004 and Ukraine in 2009, when Russia stopped gas supply at the peak
of the heating season.
If the threat of termination of the energy supply to the Visegrad countries is still the
hypothetical, the factor of using oil and gas as a tool of political corruption is a reality.
However, this would also apply to many other EU countries. Scandals related to allegations of
high-ranking officials and politicians in selfishly motivated lobbying for Russian oil and gas
companies have been repeatedly erupting. Russian energy supply influences the foreign policy
positions of individual representatives of European governments, in particular, affecting their
attitude towards NATO, Russia's aggression against Ukraine, the issue of sanctions, etc.
With Russian support, right- and left-wing radicals (also in the Visegrad countries) try to
undermine the political situation and demand the government to take actions that are
inconsistent with a consolidated course of the EU and NATO. The Russian propaganda actively
works in the Visegrad countries, especially in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, getting into the
television, press, Internet and "washing" brains of inhabitants with malicious statements and
reports made by “petrodollar” pseudo-experts.
The Visegrad countries’ interest in successful neighbours
The Czech Republic is the only country in Visegrad group that has no common border with the
Eastern Partnership countries. Hungary and Slovakia have common borders with Ukraine;
Poland has extended lengths of borders with Ukraine and Belarus. Therefore, Visegrad
countries are naturally interested in the successful development of the Eastern Partnership
countries, especially Ukraine and Belarus. Moreover, the V-4 naturally wish that their
neighbouring countries remained independent. In fact, no one, including Viktor Orban,
Hungarian Prime Minister calling for the lifting of sanctions, wants to see Russian tanks at the
borders.
Poland, an initiator of the Eastern Partnership policy, understandably focuses its attention on
the support of neighbouring Ukraine and Belarus. Warsaw serves as a “counsel” of Kiev in the
European Union, actively lobbying for Ukraine's course towards European and Euro-Atlantic
integration. Poland unhesitatingly supported Kiev during the Russian aggression and now it
stands for maintaining and even tightening of sanctions against Moscow. Poland has become
a haven for many of the Belarusian opposition activists, forced to leave their homeland due to
the political repressions under the Lukashenka's regime. Warsaw supports the functioning of
the independent Belarusian mass media and public organizations, the Belarusian language and
culture.
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Bratislava has enthusiastically supported the launch of the Eastern Partnership. Although its
political elite was not unanimous with regard to the accession of EaP countries to NATO, it
supports their course towards European integration, providing them expert assistance in
matters of economic and security reforms. Slovakia is actively developing horizontal relations
on the level of civil society (NGOs, expert communities, scientific cooperation).
Poland, Slovakia and Hungary played a key role in providing gas to Ukraine during the RussianUkrainian conflict. Having promptly adjusted reverse supplies, these countries deprived
Kremlin of the possibility to turn off the gas in Ukraine, which allowed Kiev to buy gas on the
European market and secure the relative energy freedom from Moscow.
As transit countries, Poland, Slovakia and Ukraine oppose plans of Kremlin and its European
business partners to build a gas pipeline “Nord Stream 2”, designed to be a tool of political
pressure on the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
Support in the democratization, reformation and development of civil society in the Eastern
Partnership countries is also provided by the International Visegrad Fund, founded in 2000 in
order to promote the development of relations between the V-4 states and their
representation in other countries. The Fund considers Eastern Partnership countries as a
priority and supports their educational institutions, research centres, public organizations,
individual citizens, provides grants and fellowships for scientific and cultural projects,
exchange programs, cross-border cooperation, etc.
The EU’s misunderstanding of the Belarusian course
For many years, Visegrad countries have consistently criticized the regime of Lukashenko,
demanding from him democratic reforms. However, with the beginning of the Russian
aggression against Ukraine, they succumbed to the pan-European temptation to believe in his
peacekeeping initiatives and “intentions” to preserve the independence of Belarus and
cooperate with the European Union.
Despite the absence of democratic reforms in Minsk, or at least plans of reforms, in February
2016, the European Council decided to lift the sanctions from 170 people and 3 companies in
Belarus. The formal reason was the release of six political prisoners, which looked like they
were hostages of the regime released in exchange for “ransom”. The release of the political
prisoners is an important event; however, there should be a plan that can protect Belarus from
new arrests of dissidents, especially at a time when Minsk, being in need of loans, can be more
compliant.
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Nevertheless, no real progress was observed in the matters of democratization on the basis
of European officials’ visits to Minsk. There are only talks about non-binding readiness of
Belarusian authorities to “continue the dialogue” on the subject of human rights. In fact, in
exchange for empty talks, Minsk receives real benefits - elimination of sanctions and
restoration of economic cooperation.
Among the Minsk visitors, there were also political directors of the Foreign Ministries of the
Visegrad countries, who have discussed the issues of cooperation and prospects for the
normalization of relations between Belarus and the EU. The Polish Foreign Minister Witold
Waszczykowski visited Minsk as well. Alexander Lukashenko told him about the allegedly
denial of the ex-Prime Minister Donald Tusk to take part in the peace talks on Ukraine.
Although Lukashenko did not have the authority to extend the negotiation format, he
managed to raise the issue for the internal political strife in Poland.
It is difficult to say whether the reason for the EU’s changed course of action is a genuine
confusion about the intentions of the Lukashenko to get closer to the EU and prevent Putin to
use the Belarusian territory for aggression against Ukraine, the EU and NATO. Or, probably,
Europeans have decided that the stabilization of the situation in Belarus (but in fact preservation of the current non-democratic regime) is an acceptable price to pay for the socalled “stability” and the ability to use Belarus as a smuggling hub for trade in sanctioned
goods with Russia. Anyway, flirt with Moscow-dependent authoritarian regime without clear
requirements on democratic reforms will not lead to anything good. And it will not give any
real guarantees of security, because it is Russia who decides such issues for Belarus.
The success of the Eastern Partnership is a European mission of the Visegrad Four
After the collapse of the socialist camp, countries of “old” Europe, primarily Germany,
extended their helping hands to newly independent eastern neighbours – the Visegrad
countries. Advisory and financial assistance in reforms implementation, multi-billion dollar
investments and Western technologies have enabled Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia to pass the most difficult part of the transformation path, obtain security guarantees
and become full members of the Euro-Atlantic community of free nations.
Now it is the Visegrad countries’ turn to help their eastern neighbours in the process of
democratic transformations and market reformation. Although the V-4 do not have such a
powerful financial leverage, as, for example, Germany, they are quite capable of providing
political, institutional and advisory support to the countries of Eastern Partnership. They can
help with a transfer of experience of reformation of public administration, health, education
9
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and security sectors; fight against corruption, development of market economy confronted to
EU standards, attraction of investments, development of independent media and civil society.
The Visegrad Four can pass its valuable experience of the successful European integration on
their eastern neighbours and help them along the way.
For the Visegrad countries, it is a moral duty and European mission to help their neighbours
by carrying forward the Eastern policy. The willingness of the Visegrad countries to become
the driving force of the EU’s Eastern policy will test their maturity. Therefore, the Visegrad
countries can be assed weather it is within their capabilities and level of responsibility to
perform this mission. Visegrad countries can also consider it as a possibility to prove that they
are influential players on the European space.
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A Triple Challenge for the European Union: Russia, Eastern Partnership, and EU’s
Own Internal Problems
Freedom Files Foundation (Poland)

The European Union appears to be dealing now with a set of three very difficult tasks, which
combined, represent probably the biggest challenge it has ever faced. The EU must
simultaneously:
1. address the challenge of Russia, in all its aspects, including the ongoing war on the European
continent and the worst breach of international security agreements since WWII;
2. assist in protecting sovereignty of the Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries and support their
democratic transformation; and
3. deal with its own internal problems of erosion of the values and principles of democracy
and rule of law that the EU was established on, while addressing the massive migration crisis.
In dealing with all the three tasks, the EU appears to be confused, late, inconsistent, and
divided. It is not surprising because all three of them are interconnected and mutually
dependent.
The EU will be able to address the challenge of Russia only if it successfully addresses its own
internal problems and rebuilds the European Union as a project of a union of democratic
nations. Likewise, by rebuilding itself, the EU will be able to more successfully influence the
situation in the EaP countries and support democratic transition there. When the EU is divided
internally about democratic principles of governance in its member states, its foreign policy
becomes less united and increasingly based on Realpolitik rather than value-driven. These
negative changes in the EU foreign policy help autocrats in the East to use security arguments,
criticism of the EU institutions, and economic interests of individual EU member states to
develop lobbying inside the EU and divide the EU unity.
The following seven recommendations can be given to the EU to address these three
challenges at once:
1. Consistently defend the principles of international law and protect Ukraine’s sovereignty.
Strive to stop the Kremlin’s aggression in Ukraine and not allow Vladimir Putin to freeze the
status-quo there by increasing the price to the Kremlin. Be consistent and not lift sanctions
until the hostilities are over, Kremlin’s support of the separatists stops, control over the
Ukrainian border is re-established, and sovereignty of Ukraine restored. Expand sanctions if
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the Kremlin continues its aggression and interference in Ukraine. Never accept occupation of
Crimea and maintain Crimea-related sanctions. Consistent and firm approach will serve to
prevent further aggression elsewhere.
2. Take care of vulnerabilities in EU’s own security (military and energy) and provide
protection to those EU member states which may become next targets of the Kremlin’s
aggression – through hybrid or classic war actions. However, a focus should be not on taking
reactive steps, reacting to each and every Russian provocation and engaging in a spiral of
increased confrontation, prone to emergence of accidental military conflict. Instead, the EU
(and NATO) should take systemic measures, aimed at strengthening military and energy
security of its members. At the same time, EU should not be afraid of “provoking” and irritating
the Kremlin by building stronger security architecture. The main reason for Putin’s aggressive
steps is not his reaction to the West’s counter-measures but domestic policy and his need to
mobilise public support at home, in Russia, by demonstrating his “toughness” and successes
in a struggle with “enemies”. Aggressive steps, provocations and “testing the boundaries of
permissible” will continue regardless of a security response of the West. The best instrument
to stop the Kremlin’s aggressive behaviour is economic pressure and systemic strengthening
of security, not reactions to provocations.
3. Support democratic transformation of the EaP countries, as well as Central Asian
countries, rather than consolidate their autocratic regimes in a hope to isolate Russia. Valuebased policy is the best recipe for protecting sovereignty of these countries and ensuring
regional security. Authoritarian leaders are not capable of protecting security and
independence of their countries. Solidarity with Ukraine and supporting its democratic
transition are of particular importance: success of Ukraine will do a major blow to the Kremlin’s
imperial project and will serve as a role model to other countries of the region.
4. Strengthen the EU as a democratic project based on the values of democracy, rule of law,
and human rights, and successfully address the challenge of the populist illiberal turnaround
(in particular, in the Visegrad-4 countries) and the rise of the extreme right-, left, populist, and
Euro-sceptic political forces across Europe. In the case of further consolidation of these forces
and exacerbation of the value crisis, not only the EU as a democratic project will be threatened
and the problems of mass migration will be more difficult to address but the unity of the EU
in its relations with Russia and the EaP countries will be further undermined. Autocrats in the
East will be able to state even louder that “the EU has no right to criticise us for problems in
human rights and democracy when it is internally divided on these issues. These demands to
us are no more than double standards and a tool to undermine our governments.” How exactly
the EU can influence the non-democratic evolution of the Visegrad-4 governments and what
12
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leverage it has, in addition to using economic assistance, is an open question which requires
further discussion. How exactly the EU can influence the non-democratic evolution of the
Visegrad-4 governments and what leverage it has, in addition to economic assistance, is an
open question which requires further discussion.
5. Expose and undermine Kremlin’s lobbying networks in Europe and counter its propaganda
targeting the European public. Moscow has created a vast network of lobbyists in the EU,
including corrupt western politicians and experts working to weaken and split the EU and to
undermine the democratic concept of the development of Europe. The Kremlin invests huge
amount of resources for the support of extreme right and extreme left politicians and Eurosceptics throughout Europe. But no less is invested in numerous think-tanks, expert centres,
and journalists. Some of them are the Kremlin’s “useful idiots,” offering their support for
ideological reasons, while many are simply bought. Look at who works for Russia Today and
Sputnik News broadcasting in Europe: more than half of them are foreign journalists and
“experts”.
6. Assist democratic change in Russia. The West should not give up on democratic change in
Russia and agree to co-existence with a dictatorship and to a new division of the continent, as
Putin wants. It should renew its support for a democratic transition in Russia. A democratic
change in Russia, as in other countries, can come from a combination of internal demand for
change, a split within the elites, and external pressure and support. As Andrey Sakharov said
back in the 1970s, “my country needs pressure and support.” Pressure should be aimed at the
ruling circles, interested in maintaining the status-quo, by applying targeted economic
sanctions, in particular on the oligarchs, Putin’s friends and companies that not only benefit
from the regime but also serve as its support base by extracting cash from trade in natural
resources and channelling it to the top through corruption schemes; investigating Russian dirty
money, the corrupt Russian elite’s assets throughout Europe, and criminal ties exported to the
EU; and using the mechanism of universal jurisdiction to prosecute culprits of gross human
rights violations such as torture, political assassinations or enforced disappearances, in
national courts in Europe. Assistance for strengthening internal demand for change in Russia
should be done by increasing support to pro-democracy forces, including civil society,
remaining pockets of independent media, and political activists. In addition to this, the EU
should develop an effective communication strategy for reaching out to the Russian public,
affected by the “zombifying” propaganda. The EU should explain the Russian public that
Western restrictive measures are not targeted at Russia as a nation but at the Russian
authorities to push them to change their course of actions. The EU should find a way to counter
the myths of Kremlin’s anti-European propaganda and highlight advantages of the European
perspective for Russia.
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7. Selectively engage with Russia on issues of mutual interest in foreign policy such as
countering terrorism, addressing the problems of mass migration and nuclear nonproliferation. However, it is very important that the West does not strike a deal on the
Kremlin’s terms. Essentially, Moscow is trying to persuade the West to accept contemporary
Russia as an equal partner in addressing global problems and reconcile with the Kremlin’s
domestic and foreign policy and its violations of international law. This role would be similar
to the role the Soviet Union played in relations with the West at the times of Stalin in a joint
struggle against over Nazi Germany. “If you want our cooperation, accept us the way we are,”
is the logic of Moscow today. The dream of the Kremlin’s leaders is to impose on the West a
“new Yalta”, where leaders of the great powers would sit at a table together as equals and
strike a new deal on dividing “spheres of influence”. This would allow the Kremlin to maintain
all the territorial gains accumulated recently through aggressive actions, such as in Crimea, the
South Caucasus or Transnistria, and establish political, economic and military control in the
post-Soviet space and possibly beyond. These conditions should not be accepted, even if the
Kremlin threatens with new wars. The West should understand that the current regime in the
Kremlin is not at all a reliable partner. Agreeing to these conditions would mean a defeat of
the democratic Europe.
As said above, the best way to contain a new aggression is a combination of applying economic
pressure on the Kremlin, strengthening the EU as a democratic project, and pursuing a valuebased policy regarding the Eastern Partnership countries. These three tasks should be pursued
simultaneously and in coordination.
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Prospects of a New EU Policy of Democratisation in Belarus and a Role of the
Visegrad 4 Countries
Andrei Sannikov, Civil Campaign “European Belarus” (Poland/Belarus), and Grigorij
Mesežnikov, Institute for Public Affairs (Slovakia)

The European Union first defined its policy of critical engagement with Belarus in 1997, shortly
after the notorious referendum of 1996 that was used by Lukashenka to usurp power. Since
that time, the EU has tried several strategies of democratisation of Belarus, never finding an
effective model of relations with blossoming dictatorship at its doorsteps. Periods of mild
sanctions, mostly travel bans against officials, were followed by periods of normalisation of
relationship, mostly used by the regime to get Western money for the ailing economy.
Currently, there is an apparent lack of strategy on the part of the EU towards Belarus. Brussels
took an attitude of, on the one hand, soft reaction to gross violations of human rights by the
regime since the beginning of the latest crackdown in December 2010 and, on the other,
pretending to see signs of “improvement” of the situation and using it as a pretext to develop
ties with the regime mostly in the interests of the business circles in Europe.
Russia's war in Ukraine has put the problem of the EU relations with Belarus in the new context
and emphasized a need to develop an effective strategy that will deal with Belarus as part of
the region in conflict.
The EU needs to take the following facts into account when dealing with Belarus:

 The only more or less democratic elections were held in Belarus in 1994. After that, no
parliamentary or presidential elections, or referenda have been recognised by the
international community as complying with international standards for elections.

 Referendum of 1995 unlawfully changed the state symbols of Belarus from national
flag and coat of arms to the Soviet-like ones.

 Referendum of 1996 unlawfully changed the Constitution giving Lukashenka unlimited
powers and destroying the division of powers in the country.

 Presidential elections of 2001 were held two years later than stipulated in the
Constitution.

 Referendum of 2004 unlawfully removed the limit of two terms in office personally for
Lukashenka, was recognised legally void by the Venice Commission of the Council of
Europe.
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 Lukashenka's participation in the presidential elections of 2006 violated the two-term
limit for one person in this office.

 Presidential elections of 2010 saw unprecedented violence unleashed by the regime
against the participants of peaceful protest against electoral fraud and alternative
candidates, seven of whom were thrown in jail on the election night.

 Lukashenka and his former and present-day top officials are suspected by the
international community in kidnapping and killing of at least four politicians and public
figures.
The EU in Belarus is dealing with a 21-year old dictatorial regime that has demonstrated no
intention to change or reform. This fact has to be a starting point in any discussion of the
strategy towards Belarus. This fact alone underlines the need to develop policy based on the
experience of dealing with the dictatorship, rather than on imaginary behaviour of the regime.
It is not reasonable today to keep on looking at elections as any kind of an opening or a chance
for changes. The changes will not be connected with elections in the near future. Any degree
of freedom and fairness of the elections can be achieved only if and when the regime starts
to transform itself – or collapses. Such elections in the circumstances can be held only under
an effective international control.
At the same time, it is necessary to strengthen a basis for changes both inside and outside
Belarus and support Belarusian democratic forces that have to be both a driving force of
change and a future partner of Europe in international relations.
The international community, including the EU, missed its chance to help peaceful
transformation in Belarus during the election campaign of 2010, put their stakes on the
dictatorial regime instead of opposition democratic forces and failed to question Lukashenka's
fourth term in office after the rigged elections.
After a short period of critical reaction to the atrocities of the regime, the EU has seized the
first chance to go back to its policy of engagement with Lukashenka's authorities, this time
under the pretext of the war in Ukraine.
Outline of a possible new EU strategy
The “pendulum” strategy imposed on the EU by the Lukashenka regime has not worked in the
past and will not work this time as well.
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The war in Ukraine is a serious threat to the European and international security, which
warrants a critical revision of the EU instruments used in the relations with its Eastern
neighbours, including the Eastern Neighbourhood Policy and the Eastern Partnership. There
has to be a clear understanding that engagement with such a regime as Lukashenka's without
effective pressure tools and leverage will aggravate the security situation in the region. The
legitimacy of security concerns of the EU must not weaken support and promotion of
European values.
There are two possible tracks in a future European strategy towards Belarus: bilateral relations
of EU/EU member states with Belarus and Belarus in the multilateral European context.
In a bilateral track of relations
The EU should take into consideration the peculiarity of Belarus’ case. It is a country included
by the EU into its Eastern Partnership project while the regime has incomparable, with other
EaP states, status in its relations with Russia: Belarus is a part of the common “Union State”
with Russia. Although this formally existing common state is not fully functional, its existence
gives Russia an opportunity to influence internal developments in Belarus and offers Russia an
additional leverage towards the EU. It helps Russia to consolidate authoritarian tendencies in
political life of Belarus, preventing this country from closer interaction with democratic
Europe. It creates a platform for security and military cooperation of Belarus and Russia with
a high level of hostility against the West. EU should reflect this challenge in defining its strategy
towards Belarus.
Instead of the current unconditional rapprochement with Belarus on Lukashenka’s conditions,
the EU should pursue a strategy of offering a European perspective to Belarus. EU should apply
in its relationship with Belarus, either in the framework of EaP or in bilateral interactions, a
special kind of conditionality: any movement forward cannot be possible without immediate
release of all political prisoners and ending politically-motivated persecution of opponents of
the regime. It should be not just the EU permanent demand as in the past but an unavoidable
condition for any further steps in the EU–Belarus relations.
EU can offer a viable model of European perspective only to the state that abides by
democratic norms, rules and values. No European way can exist without freedom and
democracy. Therefore, consequent demands of democratization should be included in the EU
tool kit of handling the Belarus case.
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All EU representatives and representatives of individual EU member states should include
meetings with representatives of the real democratic opposition and civil society during their
visits to Belarus. It should be a signal to authorities that the EU sees the Belarusian society in
all its complexity and considers real civil society as a legitimate and inseparable part of the
dialogue with the international community.
EU should realise that its strategy has to be value-based; otherwise, a prospect of further
conservation of the dictatorship is imminent. Moreover, the “pragmatism” of the EU towards
the Lukashenka regime will be seen by all actors as a weakness and will lead to a false
impression that dictatorship is a successful model for the region. EU should implement “more
for more” principle in dealing with Belarus: contacts of the EU with the regime must result in
visibly more support for civil society and independent media of Belarus.
In addition, the EU must conduct an inventory of both domestic and international actors
working in Belarus and taking part in decision-making on Belarus. Domestically, the scene is
dominated by GONGOs, which strongly affect the democracy assistance programmes of
international donors making them more suited for the regime than for the needs of the
Belarusian society.
International track of democracy promotion and a role of Visegrad 4 countries
Belarus as a country can and must play a leading role in international efforts to promote
democracy in the region and stop Russian domination. However, this role has to be played by
independent pro-democracy actors from Belarus and not the dictatorial regime. In other
words, emphasis on Belarusian participation in constructive international efforts aimed at
achieving democratic transition in the region should be on Belarusian pro-democracy actors.
Belarusian society that has lived more than 20 years under the dictatorship, has a vast
experience of how to organise resistance in the most difficult conditions. That experience
should be studied and promoted.
Belarusian independent media has proven its effectiveness in countering Russian propaganda
not only inside the country but also in the whole region. For example, Charter’97 web site was
widely used by the audience across the post-Soviet region and Central Europe as a source of
valuable information and analysis during and after the Euromaidan events in Ukraine.
Visegrad-4 countries of Central Europe, which are located in a close geographical proximity to
Eastern Partnership countries (especially to the two of them, Ukraine and Belarus) can play a
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special role in a new, more effective EU strategy towards Belarus. They have relevant
experience of successful transition from the totalitarian communist system to democracy and
a full-fledged membership in the European Union.
V4 countries are in comparison with other EU member states in a specific situation that can
create a development potential for a more focused implementation of the EaP program.
Before 1990 the V4 countries were, alongside with the EaP countries, a part of a single
political-economic and defence-security block formed by the former USSR. After the
democratic revolutions, the V4 countries passed through radical social reforms that
fundamentally modified their social order. Process of social transformation in the V4 countries
included preparation for membership in the EU and the EU accession process itself. All this
creates a framework for such participation of V4 countries in the implementation of the EaP
program which would use their experience of reforms and participation in the process of
European integration.
Therefore, the V4 countries can play an active role in democracy assistance activities for all
countries of the EaP, and Belarus especially, serving as an engine of a value-based EU policy.
In such a policy, the governments of V4 countries can rely on coalitions of civil society actors
(NGOs, civic initiatives, independent experts, public intellectuals).
The areas of transfer of V4 countries’ experience and knowledge may include sectorial
reforms, democratic institutions’ building, organisation of policy-making processes, demonopolization of economy, introduction of principles of transparency and openness,
decentralisation, public administration reform, and cooperation with international
organisations.
In relation to Belarus, taking into consideration the overall situation in this country, the main
direction of the V4 states’ activities can be defined as a general support for democratisation,
the development of democratic institutions, building the rule of law, strengthening civil
society, and forming an effective system of human rights protection. These are the goals that
the V4 countries should try to achieve in their approach to Belarus in bilateral relations and in
the framework of the EaP. Each of the V4 countries should identify those areas and sectors of
the society in which its experience, knowledge and ability to provide assistance are the most
relevant.
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Potential role of Slovakia in assisting a democratic transformation of Belarus
One of such areas for Slovakia can be the use of its experience in systemic resistance to
authoritarianism and the overcoming the consequences of authoritarian governance in the
period after the fall of the communist regime as well as the successful conclusion of the
competition between two alternative models of organisation of society within one country –
between European liberal democracy and illiberal model. In the mid-1990s, Slovakia went
through a period of internal democratic deficits that were in the end eliminated due to a high
degree of civic mobilisation and assistance provided to pro-democratic forces by democratic
players of the international community, including those in the EU.
The Slovak Republic was the only V4 country that after the collapse of the communist regime
in 1989 had to undergo a new struggle for democracy and a principal democratic character of
its political regime. Due to its troubled domestic development between 1994 and 1998,
Slovakia failed to comply with political criteria for the EU membership and was left outside
the first, the so-called Luxembourg, group of EU candidate countries. In Slovakia, a struggle
for the character of the political regime became a fundamental issue. This struggle was
characterised by a strong conflict between the top state institutions, fierce confrontation
between the governing coalition and the opposition, preparation, adoption and
implementation of legislative and administrative initiatives designed to create an environment
suitable for concentration of the political power in the hands of the dominant political forces,
aggravation of conflicts between the state institutions and civil society, tensions between the
official state power and ethnic minorities, and misusing the government bodies for the benefit
of the ruling party. It was not a standard political struggle between the government and the
opposition that would be conducted in compliance with generally accepted principles but a
struggle over the very nature of these principles. In 1994–1998, the European Union warned
the Slovak government several times that the country demonstrated serious violations of the
rule of law and signs of institutional instability as a result of practical steps by the cabinet and
the ruling majority in the parliament.
As a result of the struggle for democracy, big part of the country’s population as well as
political elites developed an ethos of resistance against authoritarian practices and of
supporting the democratic values.
Implementation of sectorial reforms in their full complexity during a short period of time is
another area of Slovakia’s unique experience. Since Slovakia was self-disqualified from the
accession process in 1994–1998 due to non-compliance with the Copenhagen criteria, the
country’s EU integration ambitions and chances were restored only after the authoritarian
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forces were defeated by democrats in elections in autumn 1998. The accession process was
thus re-launched in 1999 and completed in 2002. Many substantial reformist measures (public
administration reform, tax reform, welfare system reforms, pension reform, security and
defence sector reform), formally or informally needed for membership in the EU, were
implemented during this short period of time. Slovakia succeeded to complete the process of
its accession to the EU in the same time as seven other post-communist states (the rest of the
Visegrad 4, Baltic 3, and Slovenia), although all these states started their movement to the EU
much earlier and had more time for the reforms.
The role of independent public policy centres (think-tanks) and interaction between the
government (administration) and non-governmental sector in preparation and introduction
of democratic and market reforms can be also a subject of study with a view of transferring
this experience to Belarus. Therefore, Slovakia’s priorities in providing assistance to
developing democratic capacity in Belarus in the framework of EaP can include:
• civil society development,
• fostering independent expert community and academic co-operation,
• support for independent educational and cultural initiatives,
• support for independent media and channels of communication.
Summing up, there are several areas in which Slovakia or individual Slovak actors
(governmental or non-governmental) can offer their experience in providing support for
democratic reforms in Belarus:
1. Creation of broad pro-democratic alliances, democratic coalition building.
Holders of expertise: representatives of democratic political forces who participated
in multi-party coalition building during the struggle against authoritarianism in mid90s and afterward, when democratic forces had to overcome the consequences of
illiberal rule and introduce democratic reforms in a short period of time.
2. Elaboration of reform strategies in the non-governmental sector and their
implementation by reformist political forces.
Holders of expertise: independent experts who worked in think-tanks and later served
as public officials after the change of government.
3. Europeanization of legislation (approximation of domestic legal norms to the EU
legislation).
Holders of expertise: legal experts involved in the legal reform process in public
administration institutions.
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4. Introduction of principles of transparency in public life (free access to information law,
disclosure of public spending, anti-corruption legislation).
Holders of expertise: “watch dog” NGOs activists.
5. Public administration reform and decentralisation.
Holders of expertise: independent experts, democratic politicians and representatives
of self-government organs.
6. Judiciary reform (positive and negative aspects)
Holders of expertise: progressive judges, independent legal experts, representatives
of “watch dog” NGOs.
There is a vast experience of democratic transition and reforms in each of the V-4 countries,
which is needed and can be used in Belarus if the EU policy is value oriented instead of interest
oriented.
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EU Policy on Belarus at the Crossroads: Pragmatism vs Value-Based Approach
Yuri Dzhibladze and Olga Zakharova, Freedom Files Foundation (Poland)

Since the beginning of the current phase of the human rights crisis in Belarus in December
2010, impact of the EU policy on the human rights, political and economic situation in this
country has been limited. On the one hand, coordinated actions of the West, including travel
bans and economic sanctions, have been able to somewhat soften the most severe
manifestations of the crackdown on rule of law and fundamental freedoms by the Lukashenka
regime, including, first and foremost, imprisonment of dozens of the regime’s opponents on
political grounds, at least for the time being.
On the other hand, no former political prisoners have been exonerated, as the EU demanded;
they remain restricted in exercise of their basic rights. No human rights violations have been
investigated and no one has been held responsible. All “old”, pre-2010 repressive laws remain
in place, and new ones have been adopted after 2010. No positive changes in human rights
have taken place in practice, and conditions for new politically motivated persecution and
convictions remain in place. Presidential “elections” in October 2015 were as flawed, not free,
and unfair as all the previous elections since 1996.
It is quite obvious that release of all remaining political prisoners in August 2015 and active
engagement by Lukashenka in a dialogue with the West in the last two years have been driven
only by the dire need in Western economic assistance to the ailing Belarusian economy and
the dictator’s fear of growing pressure from Russia and a possible aggression by the
increasingly unpredictable Kremlin. Lukashenka wants Western assistance and at the same
time is not willing to take any steps that would weaken his tight grip over the society.
Nevertheless, despite of absence of any progress in human rights and rule of law in Belarus,
the EU, driven by security considerations and “pragmatism”, decided to drop the economic
leverage and “give one more chance” to the government of Belarus by engaging in a new effort
of dialogue and economic cooperation. The main reasons for the recent turnaround of the EU
policy regarding Belarus from value-based approach to pragmatism are apparently justified by
the new geopolitical situation in Europe after the annexation of Crimea and beginning of the
conflict in Eastern Ukraine.
In this paper, we try to analyse the reasons of the inconsistency of the EU policy regarding
Belarus, argue why the West’s renewed engagement with Lukashenka without using pressure
tools is inefficient and will neither ensure more security nor bring progress in human rights,
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and suggest recommendations on how the EU could combine values and pragmatic approach
in influencing the situation in Belarus.
Value-based EU policy regarding Belarus in 2011-2014: Good intentions, inconsistent
implementation
Reaction of the international community to the massive crackdown on human rights in Belarus
in December 2010 and the following months was quite strong and gave an impression that the
West learned the lessons of a failed “rapprochement” with Lukashenka in the previous two
years and is back to a value-based, human-rights driven policy in its relations with the “last
dictatorship in Europe.” The crackdown included the police brutality against demonstrators,
detention of almost 700 hundred people, torture and inhuman treatment of the detainees,
and the following unfair trials resulting in conviction of over 40 people, widely recognised as
political prisoners. Assessment of the human rights situation in Belarus by international
human rights institutions, including the UN bodies, the OSCE and the Council of Europe in
2011-2015 has been precise and provided sound and clear recommendations on the way
forward.
However, in practice the response by the West in this period has been inconsistent, in
particular regarding the use of the most effective tool, economic restrictive measures. This
inconsistency, especially the leaving of major loopholes in economic sanctions against key
businesses providing money to the repressive regime, ceasing the expansion of sanctions in
2013, and decisions to exclude a number of targets from the sanctions list in 2013-14 allowed
the regime to escape from the economic crisis and adapt its economy and repressive
apparatus through a combination of large exports of oil products to the EU member states
and subsidies and loans from Russia.
While the application of limited sanctions allowed ensuring gradual release of all political
prisoners in 2011-2015 in several groups, it has not lead to any other positive change. Because
of the inconsistent application of existing leverages by the EU, the Lukashenka regime has not
implemented a single recommendation in the OSCE Moscow Mechanism report of 2011 and
in the UN Human Rights Council Resolution of 2011, which were adopted in response to the
crackdown after the presidential elections of December 2010. Recommendations addressing
other human rights and rule of law problems that were included in the follow-up annual
resolutions of the UN Human Rights Council in 2012-14, reports of the UN Special Rapporteur
on the Human Rights Situation in Belarus, reports of rapporteurs and working groups on
Belarus at the Council of Europe and the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly as well as reports on
observation of elections and trials by OSCE/ODIHR, have not been implemented either.
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Almost five years after the crackdown on the election night in December 2010 and on the eve
of new presidential elections in October 2015 the situation with human rights in Belarus did
not improve but has deteriorated further as a result of adoption of a series of repressive laws
and continuation of repressive practices, negatively affecting exercise of fundamental
freedoms of expression, association, peaceful assembly and movement, access to justice,
protection from arbitrary detention, freedom from torture, enforced disappearances and
abductions, the right to life, security of human rights defenders, and free and fair elections, to
name a few.
As in the past, the government of Belarus does not cooperate with international human rights
mechanisms on the most important and acute problems of human rights and rule of law. Not
only it does not recognise the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights
Situation in Belarus; it demonstratively ignores and challenges resolutions of the UN Human
Rights Council, does not implement most of the recommendations of the UN treaty bodies
and refuses to implement decisions of the UN Human Rights Committee on individual
complaints, all in violation of its international obligations.
The situation has continued steadily deteriorating since 2011, developing into a protracted
human rights crisis where violations are of “systemic and systematic” character, in the words
of the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights Situation in Belarus. Even after all political
prisoners were released by Lukashenka in August-September 2015 on the eve of presidential
elections, none of the prisoners of 2010-2015 has been exonerated; they remain restricted in
their fundamental rights and freedoms.
Overall, as a result of absence of positive changes in human rights and rule of law, the
framework of relations between the Lukashenka regime and the international community has
been again, like in the past, skilfully restricted by the autocratic ruler to a classic game of
“hostage trade”. After he receives expansion of trade and financial support from the West as
a “reward” for release of all political prisoners, which seems increasingly likely, he will easily
detain and convict a new group of opponents, and the “hostage game” will continue. As a
result of these developments, experts and activists experience a strongest sense of déjà vu,
recalling several rounds of this cynical “game” in the past.
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Turn-around of the EU policy regarding Belarus after the Ukraine crisis: from values to
pragmatism
Policy of the European Union towards Belarus changed quite dramatically in 2014 after the
annexation of Crimea by Russia and the beginning of the war in Eastern Ukraine, next door to
Belarus. On the one hand, Lukashenka has successfully posed as a “peacemaker”, hosting the
Minsk negotiations on ceasefire, declaring his support to Ukraine’s sovereignty and the new
government in Kiev, distancing himself from Putin’s aggressive rhetoric and actions, and
presenting himself as a guarantor of independence of Belarus. By smartly acting this way, he
has managed to break through the diplomatic blockade of the West and begin a new “thaw”
in relations with the EU and the USA. Two series of lifting of parts of the EU sanctions in August
and October 2014, including several key companies of Lukashenka’s “bagmen,” were followed
by softening of the US sanctions in the end of the year.
A stream of high-level Western politicians coming to Minsk, including those who just a couple
years ago called Lukashenka “the last dictator of Europe” but apparently seeing him now as
“lesser evil” than aggressive and unpredictable Putin, paved ground for a new thaw in the EU
relations with Belarus. These developments strengthened Lukashenka’s self-confidence and
assured him that he does not need to change anything inside the country. He approached the
presidential “elections” in October 2015 experiencing a true renaissance of relations with the
West and in full control of the situation at home, with his political opponents in jail, in exile,
or demoralized and intimidated. He felt that he was close to “getting it all” in relations with
the West without making a single positive step at home, beyond “trading hostages”.
At the same time, economic situation in Belarus is dire and probably is in the worst condition
in many years. Severe economic crisis in Russia and Ukraine, the first and the third main trade
partners of Belarus, unwillingness of Moscow to give new credits to Lukashenka, combined
with the drop in the world oil prices, have led to growing foreign trade deficit, sharp
depreciation of the Belarusian rouble, increasing budget deficit, falling hard currency reserves,
dwindling income of the population, massive hidden layoffs of workers, and partial closure of
many industrial enterprises. A traditional raise of wages and pensions on the eve of the
elections did not happen this time due to the crisis.
As in the past, Lukashenka hoped to be saved by lifting of economic sanctions, opening by the
EU of the doors for private investors, and a new loan from the IMF. For making this happen,
he released on the eve of 2015 elections all remaining political prisoners, intensified his
“peace” rhetoric and diplomatic charm offensive in the West, and even tolerated
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unauthorised protests in downtown Minsk, led by the recently released political prisoner and
a presidential candidate in 2010 Mikalai Statkevich.
Most importantly, Lukashenka tried his best to receive a more positive assessment by the
West of the conduct of presidential elections in October 2015 in an effort to gain legitimacy
in the eyes of the international community which had not recognised any elections in Belarus
for the twenty years of his rule as free and fair.
Despite Lukashenka’s best efforts at imitating progress in elections, conclusions of the
international observation mission by OSCE and PACE showed no progress as compared to 2010
and before. The only positive aspects of the elections, according to the observers, were the
“welcoming attitude” to the international observers and absence of beating and arrests,
characteristic of 2010 (“the campaign and election day were peaceful”). Otherwise, the
mission pointed at “significant problems, particularly during the counting and tabulation”
which “undermined the integrity of the election”, “existing provisions and laws from 2011 and
2012 which limit fundamental freedoms of association, assembly and expression”, “an uneven
playing field for campaigning”, “limited choice of voters”, prohibition to observers “to follow
all stages of the election process”, and numerous violations on the election day including
identical signatures of voters, ballot box stuffing, and significant problems with the count and
tabulation of ballots.
Conclusion of the international observers was quite clear and left no doubt in the continued
absence of free and fair elections: “… the legal framework remains essentially unchanged. It
has been previously assessed as not adequately guaranteeing the conduct of elections in line
with international obligations and standards. Amendments to the Electoral Code in 2013 and
2014 did not address several OSCE/ODIHR and Council of Europe Venice Commission
recommendations, such as key ones related to balanced election commission’s composition
and early voting procedures. Such legal shortcomings limit the free expression of the will of
voters. Belarus still has a considerable way to go in meeting its OSCE commitments for
democratic elections.”
Despite of this clearly negative assessment of the October 2015 elections by the international
observation mission and the lack of progress in human rights, the EU decided to lift its
sanctions imposed in response to fraud in 2010 elections and the following massive crackdown
on critics of the regime. In the end of October 2015, the EU suspended, and in February 2016
lifted sanctions all remaining sanctions imposed in 2011-2012, including 170 individuals and
three companies. Only pre-2010 limited sanctions against four persons suspected of
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involvement in enforced disappearances of opposition politicians and a journalist in 19992000 remain now in force.
Ironically, at the time when the autocratic regime in Belarus is in the most vulnerable position
in many years because of the dire state of its economy – to such an extent that it seems
Lukashenka can be taken by the West with “bare hands” and fulfil its demands on human
rights and rule of law – the EU decided to give up application of instruments of economic
pressure. Apparently, it is done for the sake of “restoring relations” with Belarus in order to
isolate Putin, help the peace settlement process in Eastern Ukraine, and preserve Belarus’
independence from potential Russian aggression by helping Lukashenka strengthen his rule.
At least, this is what many leading EU actors believe in. However, we are convinced that it is
self-deception: in the long run, Lukashenka is not capable of preserving independence of
Belarus and would not withstand potential Russian aggression, should Putin choose to go this
way.
Efficiency of EU’s new pragmatism is questioned as Belarus’ sovereignty is threatened
after the annexation of Crimea
The new pragmatic position towards Belarus leads the West – and Belarus itself – into a trap.
Supporting the authoritarian regime of Lukashenka without attaining any democratic change
inside Belarus may have serious consequences in light of the new aggressive policy of the
Kremlin and might even lead to undermining of Belarusian sovereignty as Russia strives to
establish its control in its neighbourhood.
The most troubling new development in Belarus is that things have gone worse not only in
terms of fundamental freedoms, but also with the state of mind of the Belarusian public. If
the game continues to be played by Lukashenka’s rules, Belarus will face a very serious risk of
being pulled into the “Russian World”, Russia’s new imperial project, and falling under the
Russian control. While the Belarusian ruler continues to strangle freedom of expression,
association and assembly, Russian propaganda is freely flowing into Belarusian households via
TV, radio, and internet, re-shaping Belarusians' mind-set, making them supportive of Russia’s
aggressive policy, and alienating them from the West.
It is clear that as a result of the Russian propaganda, the mind-set of the Belarusian population
is increasingly going against what is said by Lukashenka in public, including his message to
Western interlocutors that he supports Ukraine’s sovereignty and condemns the annexation
of Crimea and the armed fighting in Eastern Ukraine.
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Given the increasingly anti-Western and pro-Russian sentiments of the Belarusian public and
the fact that about 10% of Belarusians hold Russian passports, Russian annexation of Crimea
and its support for separatists in Donbass, justified as a protection of the Russian-speaking
population of these regions, pose a very serious dilemma for the Belarusian sovereignty.
While Russian military aggression into Belarus may sound as an implausible and fantastic
scenario at the moment, who could imagine a swift takeover of Crimea by Russia just two
years ago? However, the Kremlin does not even need to send its troops into Belarus as it
already has them stationed there. More importantly, Moscow has many other ways to
establish its full control over its Western neighbour. Replacing Lukashenka by a more
cooperative and obedient servant of Russian interests is a more likely and less costly way
forward for Russia.
Obviously, the Kremlin is not happy with Lukashenka: he has sabotaged and delayed many
Russian integration projects, he continues to refuse to sell key Belarusian economic assets
much desired by Russia, he stubbornly refuses to recognise Russia-supported separatist
regimes of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, he has voiced his support for Ukrainian territorial
integrity, he has not recognised annexation of Crimea, and he continues his traditional “seesaw” policy of balancing between the West and Moscow. As patriotic euphoria in Russia
resulting from the “victorious” takeover of Crimea gradually diminishes over time and the
economic effect of Western sanctions starts to be felt by ordinary Russians, the Kremlin needs
to produce new international victories in order to maintain a high level public mobilisation at
home and draw attention of the Russian public away from social problems.
Paradoxically, a replacement of Lukashenka by a pro-Russian “governor” might not be met
with much opposition inside Belarus. While there is no indication that Belarusian “elites” are
currently more interested in giving up sovereignty and the control of resources it brings than
in the past, the matter of fact is that Lukashenka in 20 years of his rule has successfully
eliminated any political or business challenge to his control and rules amidst a political desert.
There is no one around him; he is a single political actor in the country, making decisions on
every little question in politics, economy, and even sports. Therefore, if the Kremlin decides
to replace him, not a single voice from non-existent elite will be raised against this move. Only
the weakened opposition and embattled civil society will protest.
In is turn, the majority of the Belarusian public, brainwashed by the Russian TV, will likely even
support this possible change on the top, admiring the strong man Putin. A recent modest
attempt by Lukashenka at a “Belarusianisation campaign” may have won him some approval
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from small circles of cultural intelligentsia but it is no match to massive Russian propaganda
bombarding Belarusians daily.
Moreover, Russian leaders overtly and covertly encourage and support pro-Russian initiatives
and activities in Belarus. Way before the events in Ukraine, in 2011, Vladimir Putin had a
peculiar response to a question from a young Belarusian participating in an ideological youth
camp on Lake Seliger, organised annually by the Russian government. The young man
wondered whether Russia and Belarus could merge into “one state like it was in the Soviet
times”, and Russian leader said the return to Soviet-style unity is “possible, desirable and
wholly dependent on the will of the Belarusian people.” When the young man claimed that
“people want it”, Putin replied: “Then fight for it”. There was no reaction to this affront from
Belarusian authorities.
Pro-Russian nationalist projects in Belarus such as “Zapadnaya Rus” (Western Rus), calling for
unity of Russia, Belarus and Ukraine under a name of a “Holy Rus” are becoming increasingly
influential and enjoy open support and blessing by the leadership of the Russian Orthodox
Church. Numerous “scientific” conferences are organised to justify historical and religious
reasons for uniting the Eastern Slavic nations under Russia’s banner. After the beginning of
the conflict in Eastern Ukraine, pro-Russian organisations in Belarus have become decisively
more visible and brave, their activities ranging from a more benevolent distribution of Russian
flags and the “Saint George ribbon” on the streets of Minsk, Hrodna, Vitsiebsk, Homel, and
other cities, to a more dangerous military training camps organised by Cossacks in Belarus.
Independent journalists in Belarus recall that violence in eastern Ukraine started with
distribution of Saint George ribbons and training camps organised by separatists.
Belarusian experts state that Lukashenka is scared by this situation and is at the same time at
a loss as to how to deal with it. He cannot cut off Russian TV and does not have the resources
to counter the Russian propaganda. At the same time, he is not prepared to give freedom to
independent media and civil society, which could potentially serve as a counterbalance to
brainwashing by the Russian media.
In his typical way, Lukashenka has continued to tightening his grip on independent media.
These are exactly those media that could provide at least some alternative to the Russian
propaganda. Another player that could counter Russian propaganda would be a vibrant civil
society, enjoying enabling legal environment and freedom of assembly, association, and
expression. However, Belarus is notorious for its restrictive laws and policies on all of these
freedoms and its continued crackdown on civil society.
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We believe that only by bringing back fundamental freedoms to Belarus, namely the freedoms
of expression, assembly and association, can the growing tide of the Russian propaganda be
contained, a pro-European mind-set of Belarusians gradually restored, and sovereignty of the
country ensured. Should the harsh suppression by Lukashenka and brainwashing by the
Russian TV continue for a few more years, the danger of repeating of the Crimea scenario of
a bloodless takeover in Belarus would be quite real. Thus, by choosing to give up on human
rights in Belarus, at least for now, for the sake of ensuring its sovereignty, the West is risking
to have neither of them.
Post-election developments in 2015-16: Crackdown continues unabated
The situation in Belarus after the “elections” in October 2015 and the following suspension
and lifting of the EU sanctions has showed no signs of progress. Repressive practices continue
unabated, essentially at the same scope and pace as in the past years. Those who considered
lifting of the EU sanctions as an “advance” to Lukashenka have been proved wrong.
Release of remaining political prisoners convicted in 2010-2015 did not end politically
motivated persecution in the country, as human rights defenders predicted. The country has
a new political prisoner: Mikhail Zhamchuzhny, founder of the human rights
organization Platform Innovation, whose appeal against a 6.5 year conviction was turned
down by the Supreme Court in October 2015, was recognised as political prisoner in the end
of October by Belarusian human rights organisations. He continues to serve his sentence.
Belarusian human rights defenders demand an immediate revision of his criminal case in an
open trial in compliance with fair trial guarantees. Continued criminal cases against journalist
Aliaksandr Alesin, graffiti artists Maksim Piakarski, Vadzim Zharomski, Viachaslau Kasinerau,
politician Ales Mikhalevich, and pensioner Aliaksandr Lapitski are high on the agenda of
human rights organisations.
The Law on Mass Events, under which any assembly or public protest is regarded as unlawful
unless expressly permitted by the authorities, has continued to be regularly applied in Belarus.
On the one hand, since August 2015 assemblies taking place without a permission have not
been dispersed by law enforcement agencies, their participants have not been detained and
not subjected to administrative arrests. This positive development, however, has
overshadowed by systematic refusal of the authorities to permit assemblies and imposition of
heavy and disproportionate fines on organisers and participants of unauthorised assemblies.
Importantly, the current legislation on public events makes it virtually impossible to obtain
permission for holding an assembly from the local executive authorities. All recent assemblies
have proved to be peaceful; neither the participants nor the organizers violated public order
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or committed any illegal actions that would pose “a threat to national security, the rights of
other citizens and their morals.” Nevertheless, dozens of people are heavily fined every month
for alleged violations of the law.
Detention of civil society activist Dzmitry Paliyenka during environmental Critical Mass cycling
event on 29 April, 2016, and bringing charges against him for alleged violation of Article 364
of the Criminal Code (“violence or threats of violence against a police officer”) are seen by
human rights defenders as clearly a disproportionate measure applied as part of his
prosecution over involvement in the peaceful protest. The police officers resorted to a
disproportionately violent dispersal of the unauthorised event. As a result, protesters suffered
injuries during the detention by traffic police officers and riot policemen.
Article 193.1 of the Criminal Code, which prohibits activities by unregistered organizations
(political parties and religious groups, as well as NGOs), remains in place. The authorities have
continued to systematically deny registration to NGOs, arbitrarily and on totally formal
pretext. Since the beginning of 2016, the Ministry of Justice has denied registration to a
number of organisations, including the Belarusian Christian Democracy (for the sixth time in
five years), “Solidarity Movement Razam”, association “For Fair Elections”, association
“Mothers’ Movement 328”, campaign “Tell the Truth” (the fifth time in six years), and a new
association “For the Statehood and Independence!”. According to experts of the Human
Rights Centre "Viasna", these refusals were in no way linked to the permissible restrictions on
freedom of association, as provided by Part 3 Art. 5 of the Constitution and Art. 22 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The media remains under tight government control, and independent media outlets and
journalists routinely faced harassment. Freelance journalists who contribute to foreign media
are required to obtain accreditation from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is regularly
refused or indefinitely delayed. As a result, they are regularly charged in administrative
violations and heavily fined. Since the beginning of 2016, freelance journalists Kanstantsin
Zhukouski, Pavel Dabravolski, and Larysa Shchyrakova have been fined for working for foreign
media without accreditation.
Under the vaguely worded amendments to the Law on Mass Media passed in December 2014,
the Ministry of Information was given the power to compel internet providers to block access
to specific online resources, without a court order. Websites of Human Rights Centre Vyasna
and of independent news platforms Belarusian Partisan and Charter’97 have been regularly
blocked under this provision. On April 20, the Maskoŭski District Court of Brest found two
books, A Good Photograph and Defense of Kurapaty. People's Memorial, to be extremist
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literature. The books were earlier seized by customs. A Good Photograph is a collection of
essays on photography. The other book is a collection of articles, memoirs and photographs
on the protection of mass graves of victims of Stalin's repressions.
Elena Tonkacheva, a prominent human rights defender and Chair of the Board of the Center
for Legal Transformation, was ordered to leave Belarus and barred from re-entering the
country for three years. A Russian national, she had been a resident of Belarus since 1985. The
order was issued on 5 November 2014 and referred to repeated traffic offences; Elena
Tonkacheva repeatedly tried to appeal it, without success. Minsk City Court dismissed her final
appeal on 19 February 2015, forcing her to leave by 21 February. In February 2016,
Tonkacheva appealed to the Minsk city executive committee’s Department of the Interior,
asking to reduce the period of the ban on her entry to Belarus and to exclude her from the list
of persons banned from entering the country. The Department turned down the appeal.
Absence of steps aimed at systemic changes in the field of human rights in Belarus holds open
a possibility of further politically motivated persecution. Only real progress aimed at
abandoning repressive laws and practices limiting civil and political rights, restoration of
political pluralism and media freedoms as well as the willingness of the Belarusian government
to fulfil its international obligations to protect human rights can provide safeguards against
further repressions towards critics of the regime.
Recommendations to the EU: Value-based approach is the best pragmatism
We believe that it is not too late for the democratic nations to renew their principled position,
which should include clear demands of positive change in human rights and rule of law in
Belarus, based on reports and resolutions of international organisations and using measurable
benchmarks of progress. Restrictive economic measures and human rights conditionality built
in all assistance and cooperation programmes are still the key to addressing human rights and
rule of law crisis in Belarus.
Dire economic situation of Lukashenka and his well-grounded fear of Putin provide an
excellent and very pragmatic opportunity for the West to advance demands that would
include not only the release and exoneration of all political prisoners but significant changes
in laws and practices on a wide range of fundamental rights and a conduct of free and fair
elections. If pressure is applied smartly and consistently, uses economic leverage and includes
concrete demands, chances are fairly good that some of these demands will be met, and
prospects of reverse of the authoritarian path of development of Belarus will become more
realistic.
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A Belarus with vibrant civil society, independent media, active democratic opposition, and the
public engaged in free discussions of the government policies has by far better chances of
preserving the nation’s sovereignty and withstanding hostile propaganda and potential
aggression than a weak, unstable and unpredictable dictatorship whose survival depends on
continued repression at home and constant manoeuvring between the East and the West in
order to obtain yet another portion of financial aid. Value-based EU policy towards Belarus
based on pursuing the core EU values of human rights, rule of law and democracy, and
consistently using economic leverage is the best pragmatism possible.
To ensure this approach, the EU and the West as a whole should abide by the following
principles:
1. The international community must use the dire situation in the Belarusian economy
and Lukashenka’s grounded fear of Russian aggression to increase pressure on the
regime and consistently advance its demands on rule of law and human rights.
2. Lukashenka should not be “awarded” for releasing political prisoners by lifting
economic and travel sanctions. Restrictive measures should be reinstated, first and
foremost by applying sanctions against Lukashenka’s “bagmen”, until significant
changes in human rights and rule of law take place. Rehabilitation of all political
prisoners should be a basic precondition but by far not a final step.
3. International scrutiny of the situation with human rights and rule of law in Belarus
should be maintained and regular monitoring should be continued. International
organisations should continue systematically give assessment of implementation by
Belarus of its international obligations and commitments and of recommendations in
reports and resolutions adopted since the crackdown in 2010. Analysis and conclusions
in these documents should serve as a legal framework and a basis for the policy of the
international community regarding Belarus. Existing monitoring mechanisms
regarding the situation in Belarus of the UN, the OSCE and the Council of Europe should
be extended and strengthened. Most importantly, the mandate of the UN Special
Rapporteur on the Situation with Human Rights in Belarus should be preserved and
extended.
4. Active steps should be taken to introduce and apply new instruments of monitoring.
They might include the following:
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- using the OSCE and PACE observation of upcoming parliamentary elections in
autumn 2016 as an important tool not only for assessing progress in
implementation of previous recommendations but also for fostering change in
fundamental freedoms by pointing at systemic deficiencies and prompting the
regime to address them. The mission should make a particular emphasis on the
situation with fundamental freedoms of expression, association and assembly
and access to justice as absolute preconditions to free and fair elections. The
monitors’ conclusions will be particularly important for a regime that craves
international legitimacy;

 the OSCE should follow-up on its Moscow Mechanism report of 2011 and order
a new report. The case should not be considered “closed” until there is
considerable progress in implementation by Belarus of recommendations from
2011;

 results of the second cycle of Universal Periodic Review of Belarus in May 2015
should be used to the maximum extent possible, including in the process of
mid-term evaluation in 2017.
5. Any programmes of international cooperation with and assistance to Belarus, such as
economic modernisation programmes by the EU or financial assistance by EBRD and
IMF, should include strong human rights conditionality and involve civil society as a
full-fledged interlocutor in discussions.
6. Assistance programmes by OSCE/ODIHR should include activities addressing
fundamental rights and freedoms rather than follow the “pick and choose” approach
promoted by the government of Belarus.
7. The following minimum demands should be made by the EU to the government of
Belarus:

 ensure full exoneration of all former political prisoners and lift all restrictions
imposed on them;

 close politically motivated criminal cases against journalist Aliaksandr Alesin,
graffiti artists Maksim Piakarski, Vadzim Zharomski, Viachaslau Kasinerau,
politician Ales Mikhalevich, and review in a public trial the criminal case of
Mikhail Zhamchuzhny, founder of the human rights organization Platform
Innovation;

 comply with all the provisions of the UN Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders and end all forms of harassment of human rights defenders,
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including preventive arbitrary detention and other acts of retribution against
civil society activists;

 implement the September 2014 decision of the UN Human Rights Committee
on the case of Ales Bialiatski, chair of the Viasna Human Rights Centre, which
found that his prosecution was a violation of his right to freedom of association
and required that the government undertakes steps that would result in an
effective and enforceable remedy to Bialiatski, including reconsideration of the
application for registration of Viasna, based on criteria compliant with the
requirements of Article 22 of ICCPR, annulment of the criminal conviction from
Bialiatski’s criminal record, and adequate compensation, including
reimbursement of the legal costs incurred;

 repeal article 193.1 of the Criminal Code which imposes criminal sanctions for
participating in unregistered non-governmental organizations, as well as a ban
on the activity on behalf of unregistered organisations; further amend the law
“On public associations” and other legislation governing NGO activities with a
view of ensuring that it does not unduly restrict freedom of association; register
Human Rights Center “Viasna” and other non-profit organisations who choose
to apply for registration, and allow in practice that domestic NGOs are able to
register and function without undue interference;

 end repressions against independent journalists and bloggers, put an end to the
persecution of journalists of Belsat TV and Radio Racyja as well as other
journalists working for foreign media, and refrain from interfering with their
professional activity, repeal restrictive media and internet laws, stop the
practice of blocking internet sites with critical information;

 end repressions against lawyers, reverse decisions to disbar lawyers for
representing critics of the government, and repeal repressive laws on the bar
associations;

 amend the law “On mass gatherings” to comply with international standards
ensuring in particular that any sanctions are proportionate and do not create
undue obstacles to freedom of assembly; end the practice of arbitrary
detention and imposition of heavy fines;

 remove a ban on entry into the country imposed on the Belarusian human
rights activist Elena Tonkacheva, and ensure safe conditions for the return of
persons who were forced to leave the country due to political persecution;

 repeal legislation forbidding calls for a boycott of elections and penalising
people for it;

 introduce a moratorium on capital punishment;
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 ensure effective investigation of the cases of enforced disappearances of 19992000 and bringing perpetrators to justice;

 agree to reopen the OSCE Mission in Minsk with a broad mandate, including
monitoring of the human rights situation.
8. Implementation of these demands, based on the resolutions and documents of the
UN, the OSCE, and the Council of Europe bodies, should form a basis of the EU policy
and inform decisions on applying, lifting, suspending, or expanding restrictive
measures, engaging in economic cooperation, or providing economic assistance. Once
these acute human rights issues are successfully resolved, more systemic problems of
independence of the judiciary, prevention of torture, bringing the legislation of Belarus
in the sphere of human rights in line with international standards, and conduct of free
and fair elections, among others, should be addressed.
9. The European Union should adopt and make public a plan of minimal measures
expected from the Belarusian authorities to ensure progress in human rights, and
develop with the Belarusian authorities a roadmap on the implementation of such
plan, which must include full cooperation with the UN and the OSCE mechanisms, as
demanded by Belarusian human rights organisations in their statement in January
2016 on priorities in shaping the strategy of international partners' relations with
Belarus.
10. The EU should regard the Belarusian human rights community as an important actor
in the human rights dialogue with Belarus and include the Belarusian human rights
community as an equal partner in this process, along with the government.
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Reflections on Polish-Belarusian Relations
Lukasz Wenerski and Julia Gudacz, Institute for Public Policy (Poland)

Poland has repeatedly stated that it would like to see Belarus as a strong, independent and
democratic European country.
Unfortunately, under the rule of Aliaksandr Lukashenka, Belarus has been moving in the
opposite direction. The hopes for the cooperation between Poland and Belarus have not
materialized. Culminating in mass arrests of opposition and dispersals of mass
demonstrations, presidential elections of 2010 exacerbated the relations of Belarus with
foreign partners and resulted in sharp international criticism of the Belarusian regime. After
the December 2010 events, Lukashenka repeatedly accused Poland and, for example,
Germany, of the attempts of a coup d'état and overthrow of the constitutional authorities in
Belarus.
In 2011, in response to the persecution of the Belarusian opposition and repressions against
protesting citizens, Polish authorities denied access to their country for Alexander Lukashenka
and some other Belarusian officials. Diplomatic relations were frozen - no joint projects were
planned and no meetings were held between high officials of those countries. However, the
Polish government strongly supported Belarusian opposition, for example, by providing free
university education to Belarusian students expelled from Belarusian Universities because of
the participation in demonstrations against the political regime. In short, Poland tried to
create favourable domestic conditions for entry, employment and business.
The relations between Poland and Belarus have recently undergone some changes. Most
sanctions imposed on Belarus have been lifted due to the release of political prisoners and
mediation of Belarus in the process of Ukrainian conflict resolution. The list of sanctions that
have been lifted includes a ban on entry into the European Union for the president and 170
Belarusian officials.
The starting point of a new policy towards Belarus was a change in the strategy of the
"European Neighbourhood Policy". Stability in the region has become a priority for the EU,
while issues as democracy and human rights have been relegated to the background. The
reason for the sharp change in the EU’s policy was the geopolitical situation in the region.
Because of the policy of Russia, Kremlin's aggression against Ukraine, the war in Syria and the
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migration crisis, the EU is trying to protect itself against potential conflicts that could cause
further destabilization in Europe.
The Polish authorities’ response on the EU-wide trend came quite quickly. In late March, Polish
Minister of Foreign Affairs Witold Waszczykowski visited Belarus. The Polish guest's visit
incorporated political, economic and emotional factors. The issues discussed during the visit
were the following: the project of small border traffic, the activities of Polish educational
institutions in Belarus and the problems of the Polish minority.
Is a new policy of the Polish authorities appropriate? Yes and no. Many analysts dealing with
Belarusian theme emphasize that although Lukashenka is not the ideal partner in the
international arena, there is no any alternative yet; hence, one has to try to cooperate with
him. In this article, we do not criticize this approach, but we try to provide some food for
thought on the choice of politicians and regimes that we want to “fraternize” with.
Better times for the opposition?
“It is not the European Union that has changed its policy towards Belarus, but it is Minsk that
has adjusted its policies by freeing political prisoners and carrying out last year’s election
campaign quite differently than five years ago. The EU’s joint decision to lift sanctions can be
considered as a new chance for Belarus and a signal of the EU’s readiness to develop a dialogue
with Minsk. Poland purposefully supported this decision.” - said Minister Waszczykowski,
summing up his visit to Belarus and meeting with Lukashenka.
Indeed, six political prisoners, including Mikalai Statkevich, opposition presidential candidate
of 2010 elections, were released in August 2015. However, unanswered remains the question
as to why the Polish and European authorities believe (or maybe just pretend to believe) that
this time Lukashenka’s new attitude will be sustainable in the long term. We should remember
that quite similar situation was already observed in 2008. The attempt to normalize relations
with the West (most likely to get a loan from the IMF) led to release of three political prisoners,
including Aliaksandr Kazulin, a presidential candidate at the elections of 2006. "Reset" period
ended quickly - with a crackdown after the presidential elections in 2010.
It should be emphasized that the release of political prisoners is only "a one-time event" in
the series of events of the destruction of the political opposition. Many politicians, activists
and journalists were forced to leave the country. This positive gesture by the Belarusian
authorities should not overshadow their real essence - Belarus is a despotic country, where
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one can end up in prison under absolutely any pretext. Polish government should keep this in
mind and interpret any “pro-democratic” actions of Lukashenka with a caution.
Ex-presidential candidate Ales Mikhalevich claims that “In our country, one can institute
criminal proceedings against each citizen under any pretext, bring the case before the courts,
and then the court decides that the person is guilty. Thousands of entrepreneurs and even - I
dare say - tens of thousands of people have passed through this in Belarus. Therefore, the
level of non-freedom in Belarus is very high.”
More transparent elections?
Commenting on his visit to Minsk, Witold Waszczykowski stressed that the policy towards
Belarus changed due to the fact that the election campaign had been held somewhat
differently than 5 years ago. Indeed, there were no such demonstrations and spectacular
arrests as in 2010. Nevertheless, does this mean that Lukashenka softened his stance?
The answer is quite different: during the past five years a part of the opposition was
successfully dismantled (some had to leave the country, others ended up in prison) and the
remainder was intimidated. That is why nobody protested in 2015. Few would dare to go
through the hell that was 5 years ago.
The widespread practice of falsification of the election results in Belarus is met by the West
with disbelief. After the elections, a few ventured to say how signature collectors were coming
to their houses and offices and were requiring them to vote for the candidate, whose name
had already been written on the ballot paper. Namely, employees of schools, hospitals and
other public institutions were obliged to collect signatures for the indicated on the ballot
paper candidate, even though those employees were not members of the initiative group.
A chance for the development of economic cooperation?
The next step on the way to normalization of relations with Belarus will be the development
of economic cooperation. Minister of Development Mateusz Morawiecki is planning to visit
Belarus in the near future. We should once again ask the question - what problems Poles will
face while trying to create the “new profile” of economic relations with Belarus?
The answer to this question – creation of economic relations would be quite problematic. Over
the past years, there have been some negative changes, which affected the competitiveness
of the Belarusian economy. Foreign exchange reserves have been depleted to 4.6 billion
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dollars. Enterprises delay payment of wages, move to a part-time work scheme and send
employees on unpaid leave.
In order to improve the budgetary situation of the country, Belarusian authorities are trying
to obtain external loans and charge extra fees. “If there is no new funding, reducing the
income of the population is inevitable,” - notes the analyst of the Belarusian Institute for
Strategic Studies (BISS) Alexander Avtushko-Sikorsky.
Lukashenka sees the West (including Poland) as a source of the economic benefits and a strong
medicine for a depleted economy. It does not really matter whether Russia or Europe will
volunteer to help. The promised loans give Lukashenka the hope that he will be able to hold
out without sound economic reforms.
The big problem in the development of economic relations is the corruption in Belarus.
Through deals with the authorities, every corrupt businessperson or managerial employee of
any institution can escape from criminal responsibility. Moreover, many examples show that
these people can return to their jobs, often at high-level positions. Involvement of the Polish
business in these circumstances is not a very good idea.
Positive trends in cooperation between Poland and Belarus
The authors of this article have tried to show that although Lukashenka is trying to create an
image of a reasonable politician and international mediator, he continues to be a wolf in
sheep's clothing. The Polish authorities must keep distance from his politics, as it may happen
that all hopes for any change in Belarus will be in vain.
However, this does not mean that Poland would not seize the emerged opportunity. Above
all, we should ensure that the changes in Polish-Belarusian relations bring the maximum
benefit to the Belarusian and Polish population.
Firstly, the Polish government must ensure that small border traffic between Poland and
Belarus starts to work as quickly as possible. Small border traffic will allow inhabitants of
border areas to go to the neighbouring country without a visa. According to experts, the
development of small border traffic will help to strengthen business contacts, social and
cultural relations and will serve as a strong economic stimulus. The project for the
development of small border traffic was ready long time ago, however, in early 2011 it was
frozen due to the decision of the Belarusian authorities. It is necessary to solve this problem.
We can use traffic between two Polish voivodships and the Kaliningrad region as an example
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in order to discern positive economic effects of this initiative. Small border traffic with
Kaliningrad remains one of the few existing initiatives of the Polish-Russian relations, which
operates effectively despite the difficult relations between the two countries.
Another important task that Poland should implement is to settle a mechanism for obtaining
visas for Belarusians and contribute to the opening of new visa centres. Moreover, it should
solve a number of problems associated with the registration of the visa via the internet (the
residents are still facing such difficulties). These problems are primarily related to the activities
of intermediaries, or hackers, as well as to the abuse of power and corruption.
Finally, another issue that needs to be addressed is the situation of the Polish minority in
Belarus. The current policy of the new Polish government shows that the situation of minority
will be an important aspect of foreign operations in Poland. If Poland achieves some progress
in relationship with Belarus, it would mean a success of Polish diplomacy.
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Ukraine as a Battleground for the Future of Europe
East European Security Research Initiative Foundation (Ukraine), with input from the
Institute for Public Affairs (Slovakia)

Ukraine may become either a major success or the main challenge for the Eastern Partnership
project launched by the European Union seven years ago.
On the one hand, the EU-Ukraine Association and the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area (DCFTA) Agreement signed in 2014 became the most indicative victory of the EU’s soft
power proving the attractiveness of the European values. Against strong Moscow pressure
and threats, the largest Eastern Partnership (EaP) nation made the choice in favour of the
European future and proved its readiness to defend this choice resisting the military
aggression of much stronger power. Despite the Russia-imposed military conflict and still
remaining internal problems mainly related to the corruption, Ukraine implements the
provisions of the Association Agreement (AA) and DCFTA, though not as quickly and
successfully as one would prefer.
On the other hand, the Ukrainian case has revealed all the shortcomings of the present EU’s
Eastern Partnership policy, including the lack of strategy and appropriate instruments.
Without proposing such strong motivator as membership perspective, without sufficient
financial support and strategy of reacting to Russia’s aggressive interference in the EaP
countries’ internal affairs, the EU was close to fail in its EaP policy, when in 2013 Moscow
imposed on Kyiv the decision to abandon the Association Agreement.
If the Euromaidan did not rise and win, then, just in a few years, Ukraine would become “the
second Belarus”, and Moscow would more easily find arguments for other EaP countries, such
as Moldova, to curtain its cooperation with the EU. The majority of the EaP countries would
lose the prospects for democratisation, and the EU would get the reincarnation of the USSR
on its Eastern borders.
The challenge of possible EaP fiasco is still vital. If Ukraine fails to implement reforms, it would
be a warning signal for others EaP nations, discrediting the whole EaP project. The prospects
for reforms in Ukraine have their internal and external dimensions. Without strong political
backing from the EU (both through the EaP tools and generally through the principle
supportive political steps conducted on the highest institutional level of the EU) even efficient
domestic efforts could not have the needed effect.
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The nature and scope of the challenges that Ukraine is facing are incomparable to those of the
challenges confronting the Central European countries after the fall of their communist
regimes and amid the transformation process at the end of the 1980s. Ukraine today is
exposed to diverse threats – from overall political destabilization due to persistent separatist
activities, to the ever-present possibility of an overt military invasion by Russia, to the
occupation of a large part of Ukrainian territory, to de facto (or even formal, in some
circumstances) loss of national sovereignty. No Central European country that embarked on a
societal transformation after 1989 was faced with such overwhelming challenges.
It is therefore of utmost importance that in conditions of continuing struggle for the survival
of the nation state, Ukraine successfully conducted democratic presidential and parliamentary
elections, and ratified the Association Agreement with the EU. The norms and values on which
the EU is built were also the main driving force and dominant motivation for Ukrainian civil
society, when it demanded a pro-European choice – both in internal reforms as well as in
foreign policy.
In coping with difficult challenges, Ukraine will have to use its own internal potential. It will
have to employ various solutions to maximize the efficiency of its political, economic and civil
capacities. Obviously, strong Western support for Ukraine’s survival and development as an
independent, united, democratic and stable country can play an important role in the success
of the whole reform process.
On the backdrop of the current security developments, Ukraine has become a key country
in the security architecture of modern Europe
Ukrainian success story in implementing reforms could be seen in Europe as the most
convincing answer to counter the Russia’s aggressive policy. Duly reformed and successful
Ukraine would definitely mean the domination of the EU soft power security approach.
Ukraine might become a successful alternative to Russian authoritarian and corrupted model
of development for the post-Soviet countries.
And vice versa, the defeat of Ukraine in current hybrid confrontation would lead not only to
loss of reputation of the EU, but also could increase the threat of growing instability on the
eastern expanses of the European continent.
Under a new security environment triggered by the Russia-Ukraine crisis, there is an obvious
need to broaden current partnership’s agenda for covering security issues.
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Article 7 of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement envisages the intensification of the
dialogue and cooperation, and promoting gradual convergence in the area of foreign and
security policy, including the Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), to address in
particular issues of conflict prevention and crisis management. Ukraine has already received
initial experience of practical involvement in joint civil and military operations under the EU
auspices within the framework of the CSDP.
Although if to compare the EU activity on handling the Russia-Ukraine crisis with the previous
European policy towards resolving conflicts in the post-Soviet space, for instance, in the South
Caucasus, a number of positive changes should be noted, including more resolute use of
economic and political leverages to influence the aggressor state.
Economic and political sanctions against Russia remain vital EU instruments for curbing further
aggressive actions of the Kremlin. With that, the EU policy on conflict resolution still remains
to a great extent reactive-driven by events rather than by long-term strategy to create stable
and secure environment in the EU neighbourhood. Moreover, unity of the EU in the issue of
sanctions against Russia can be potentially endangered by activities of different EU insiders –
from influential business groups complaining that these sanctions are worsening their
positions on the markets to prominent politicians, including some governmental ones (for
example in Slovakia, Hungary or in Czech Republic). Although none of such politicians used so
far the opportunity to raise the question of possible cancellation of sanctions on the EU
summits, they are presenting their dissenting views in different occasions in more and more
vocal manner that can influences the whole atmosphere related to the issue.
The lack of the strong common security policy towards the Eastern Partnership and
neighbouring countries leads to the situation, when the EU as an institution is actually absent
at peace talks on the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Instead, the EU is de-facto represented in peace
process by Germany and France being parties to the “Normandy” format negotiations. This
situation can hardly be considered optimal in view of the EU unity, given the fact that Germany
and France are exactly those countries, where economic sanctions against Russia are on the
top of domestic political speculations. Not to mention the fact that the “Normandy” format
excludes from the peace process those countries that border Ukraine and are the driving
forces of the Eastern Partnership.
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Ukraine should learn to use effectively current instruments provided by the EaP and speed
up the reforms
Along with the Russian aggression, the biggest challenges facing Ukraine are deep-rooted
corruption, week governance, and fragile political system dominated by big business interests.
Ukraine’s further progress at home and relations with major EU partners will largely depend
on the ability to overcome these systematic difficulties on its hard way from an elite-driven to
a society-oriented country. Despite of permanent political turbulences, there is an urgent
need for Ukrainian authorities to proceed further with reforms necessary to restore the
confidence of the Ukrainian population and the international community.
For the seven years of the EaP functioning, Ukraine has neither elaborated a clear strategy for
participation in the project using proposed benefits, nor has worked out the mutually
beneficial initiatives for cooperation with the EU. The normative nature of the EaP offers
ample opportunities, providing that the main goal (the approaching of partner states to the
EU) is achieved through the tools of the Association Agreements, Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Areas, and visa-free regimes. Their successful implementation opens direct way to
bring the membership perspective closer. Therefore, Ukraine should focus on full usage of the
above EaP potential as the most efficient available tool for approaching membership.
In order to correspond to the realities on the ground, the Ukraine’s European integration
strategy should incorporate modern vision of the horizons between rooted in the past
moribund provisions and new happenings featuring current situation in Europe. It should be
understood that the future of the European Union would be closely identified with the
formation of a multi-tiered integration system. Therefore, associated status proposed by the
EU and Ukrainian participation in the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area along with
visa-free regime will definitely correspond to the practical integration of Ukraine into all
functional systems of the EU. Hence, Ukraine should utilize this opportunity in a rather
efficient and rational way to be a stepping-stone for getting access to the next level of the
Euro-integration course.
The combination of joint efforts of the EU officials and Ukrainian civil society would be
regarded as the best approach and a main prerequisite facilitating reforms’ implementation
that has already proved its effectiveness.
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The EU should increase the motivation and officially admit Ukraine’s membership
perspective
The root of misunderstanding in the EU-Ukraine relations always was the inconsistency of
ultimate goal for such cooperation. For a long time the “old” Europe was ready to propose
only partnership, while Ukraine always considered full membership as the ultimate goal of its
relations with the EU.
When the Eastern Partnership was launched within the European Neighbourhood Policy
(ENP), it was perceived in Kyiv without enthusiasm being considered as an alternative
substitution to the membership. The issue of membership prospects was also a stumbling
point at the negotiations on the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement in 2009-2011. Even after
the Association Agreement was initialled in 2012 and then signed in 2014, Kyiv continued to
push the issue of membership perspective at the negotiations with the EU and during the EaP
summits.
In its resolution of 27 February 2014, the European Parliament stressed that "Article 49 TEU
refers to all European States, including Ukraine, which may apply to become a Member of the
Union, provided that it adheres to the principles of democracy, respects fundamental
freedoms and human and minority rights, and ensures the rule of law".
Although the Eastern Partnership has never been offered as a tool for integration, it should
not be an alternative to this purpose. Tremendous amount of reforms being necessary for
fulfilling the Association and DCFTA Agreements are comparable to the requirements
previously put forward to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe as a main prerequisite
for getting the EU membership.
Taking into account the enormous price being paid by the Ukrainian people for their right to
choose European future as well as formal absence of legal obstacles for this aim to be
proclaimed, it would be advisable to officially admit Ukraine’s right for the membership
perspective as provided in Article 49 of the EU Treaty. This may have a strong motivation effect
for Ukraine to speed up the reforms and will deprive the Kremlin’s propaganda of possibility
to speculate on the matter.
Offer of EU membership perspective to Ukraine can form the mode of conditionality
comparable with conditionality that was functional in Central European countries before and
during the accession process.
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More EU’s involvement is needed
Pro-European course of Ukraine is becoming more popular among population of the country.
According to sociological survey conducted by the Institute of Public Affairs (Warsaw) and
Bertelsmann Foundation in 2015, 51% of the Ukrainians support the idea of joining the EU
(versus 17% supporting the idea of membership in the Euro-Asian Custom Union led by Russia
and 31% of those who do not have clear opinion). Substantial part of the population welcomes
the more robust participation of the EU in internal development of the country. Opinion polls
held by GfK Ukraine in 2015 indicated the main thing that Ukrainian citizens expected from
the EU was not the financial assistance, but more active involvement in Ukrainian affairs,
including pressure on the authorities on the issue of implementing reforms and more
engagement with European advisers.
Thus, the EU should not hesitate to take more active part in helping Kyiv to conduct reforms
that should not be considered as only internal issue for Ukraine, since Kyiv took a number of
concrete obligations after signing the Association and DCFTA Agreement. This would act in
favour of more systemic approach in general support of the EU for Ukraine’s reform process,
including technical assistance, macro-financial help, unilateral trade measures, development
aid, humanitarian assistance, budget support and investments. In fact, the EU being a leading
supporter of Ukrainian political and socio-economic reforms with deep involvement into the
process can require from Ukrainian authorities the consequent implementation of reform’s
strategies, using the existing assessment and verification mechanisms.
Main areas for strengthening the EU-Ukraine cooperation
The following main areas could be identified for strengthening the EU-Ukraine cooperation in
line with on-going discussions on the EU Global Strategy on Foreign and Security Policy as well
as its revised ENP components, namely:

 Modernizing all existing formats of the EU-Ukraine cooperation into functional
instruments for practical support in executing reforms on the ground;

 Elaborating mechanisms for closer coordination between the involved EU member
states in allocation of the support areas to avoid overlapping;

 Increasing cooperation with civil society and people-to-people initiatives;
 Active support in fighting corruptions, promoting rule of law and establishing
transparent governance;
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 Supporting reforms, economic development and job creation; improving investment
climate;

 Coordination on elaborating effective energy policies, including promoting further
diversification, increasing energy efficiency and using alternative energy sources;

 Providing expertise and more efficient support in security sector reform/development
process oriented on a wider concept of human security;

 Active involvement of Ukraine into the mechanisms of the EU Common Security and
Defence Policy, as well as maximizing the potential of bilateral and multilateral
military-technical cooperation, including with the European Defence Agency;

 Strengthening the EU formal participation and presence in all formats of negotiations
and peace talks on settlement of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
EU assistance can substantially help Ukraine to tackle with the most pressing internal
challenges, including de-bureaucratization, de-monopolization and deregulation of economy,
de-oligarchization of politics and society.
It should be kept in mind that any actions leaving aside interests and potential of civil society
would have no chance for success. Only a tandem combining the EU support and
determination of the Ukrainian non-governmental initiatives, civil society organizations, think
tanks, watchdogs, advocacy groups, independent media and public intellectuals could
introduce major changes in the country on its transition to citizen-oriented democratic model.
Making the EaP a success as the Visegrad 4’s European mission
The Visegrad countries are the most valuable examples for Ukraine to modernise its society
and economy, and to succeed with European integration. Ukrainians are closely connected to
the V4 countries both historically and culturally. Transformation experience of the Slovaks,
the Czechs and the Poles are often used in Ukraine as an example of successful stories of Slavic
nations, crashing the Russian propaganda cliché as though democracy and liberal economy do
not match to the Slavic nature.
For more than a decade, the V4 countries have constituted an integral part of a united
European and transatlantic community. These states have always manifested the inclusive
attitude of an “open door” to the aspirations of countries in Eastern Europe, particularly those
participating in the EaP. Ukraine is the largest country in the EaP and one that has immediate
borders with the Visegrad region. It has developed remarkable economic, political and cultural
relations with the V4 states. Ukraine’s democratic political elite and civil society actors have
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made clear their hopes for support and concrete assistance from the Central European
democracies.
Having common borders and large ethnical groups within Ukraine, the V4 countries are
primarily interested in Ukraine’s successful transformation and integration with the European
Union and NATO.
Helping Ukraine as well as Belarus and Moldova is considered as a kind of historical mission of
the Visegrad countries and their substantial contribution to the common European goal of
creating sustainable and prosperous environment. In previous decades, the “old” Europe
assisted the Visegrad countries in their “return to Europe”, and now it’s high time for the V4
to help their neighbours in democratic transition.
V4 as a functional format of regional cooperation developed a special model for cooperation
with other countries – “V4Plus”. It can be more actively employed in relations with the EaP
countries, especially with Ukraine. In their interactions with the EaP states, the Visegrad
countries are acting as both members of broader European community and members of
specific format of the regional cooperation. In this position, the V4 countries can initiate and
lead the coalition of like-minded EU member states in elaborating the vision of deeper
engagement with the EaP countries, including Ukraine. It is especially needed in today’s
situation, when the perspectives of reaching the full-fledged EU membership as a
consequence of successful performance in the EaP are not enough clearly emphasized or even
omitted.
The main areas in which the V4 countries can assist Ukraine are the following:

 Promoting further development of civil society as the most committed reform player
through deepening cooperation at the level of the NGOs, civic initiatives, think tanks,
advocacy groups, independent experts and intellectuals;

 Promoting active public control over the government at all levels;
 Assistance in elaboration of reform programs and advisory support in their
implementation;

 Close cooperation in energy sector, including elaboration of common position within
the European energy strategy and creation of regional energy hub;

 Cultural and media cooperation; joint efforts in countering Russian propaganda.
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Slovakia’s contribution
Due to close historical and mental relations, Slovakia has taken a very ambitious position on
Ukraine’s transformation. This is highly appreciated by the Ukrainian people and should be
considered as a strong contributing factor for further strengthening successful cooperation
between both countries.
Slovakia enthusiastically supported the launch of EaP in 2009, from the beginning Slovakia has
included it into its main foreign policy priorities, stressing that EaP can be good preparation
for unification of Europe, therefore gradual reaching the status of full-fledged members by
the applicant countries.
During the Russia-Ukraine conflict, when Moscow developed harsh pressure on Kyiv in the
issue of energy supply, Slovakia has become the key EU partners of Ukraine in maintaining
reverse procurement of natural gas, thus supporting Kyiv’s path to energy independence.
Hence, the winter of 2015/16 may become the first one when Ukraine did not buy any gas
from Gazprom, and succeeded in completely meeting its needs from Western imports and
own extraction.
Nevertheless, further bilateral and multilateral measures should be taken to achieve a
sustainable effect, including the development of infrastructural connections and launching
additional supplies. There is also an urgent need for implementing respective EU rules to
establish effective cooperation between Ukrainian, Slovak and other European gas pipelines
operators.
Despite the ongoing EU crisis, the economic recovery in Slovakia is under way now. National
GDP is growing at quite satisfactory pace, and foreign investments began to arrive in the
country. All these facts could be considered as a good example for Ukraine to follow.
Security sector reform is broadly declared to be among strategic priorities shaping Slovak’s
foreign policy towards Ukraine within the framework of the Visegrad Group. Based on the
available experience of building defence system corresponding to NATO standards, emphasis
is given to practical assistance in Ukraine’s security sector reform and development process
both on governmental and non-governmental levels.
Nevertheless, there have been some conceptual distinctions in realizing security sector reform
in Ukraine and V4 countries to be taken into account. On the backdrop of current enemycentric environment, a new so-called breakthrough strategy in security sector reform is
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implemented in Ukraine to differ from the peacetime gradual strategy of the Visegrad Group
that was initially oriented on step-by-step developments started back in 1990th. Having in
mind successful Slovak experience in security sector democratic transformation, main focus
should be on the broader context of establishing interaction between all the elements of
Ukrainian security sector and civil society promoting comprehensive human security agenda
in line with a “whole-of-government” approach.
Slovakia’s priorities in relationship with Ukraine in light of the upcoming Slovak 2016
Presidency of the Council of the European Union, as well as on-going review of the EU Global
Strategy, European Neighbourhood Policy and the Eastern Partnership, could therefore
include: energy security and security sector reform; border management issues; good
governance and democratization; public administration reform; sectoral socio-economic
reforms and humanitarian aid.
To implement the above priorities, the following tasks should be proposed to be accomplished
on the ground, namely:
1. Strengthening energy security and efficiency, stimulating energy savings, and setting
the state’s priorities for energy policy, including in the field of diversification.
Holders of the expertise: responsible governmental officials, independent experts,
representatives of think tanks, academia and private sector engaged in the topic.
2. Implementing comprehensive human security concept in national security and
defense sector reform/development process according to NATO standards.
Holders of the expertise: civil society activists, volunteers, representatives of think
tanks and academia, responsible governmental officials.
3. Promoting good governance and combating corruption, especially in public
procurement, health and energy sectors.
Holders of the expertise: responsible governmental officials from the anti-corruption
bodies, civil society activists, independent experts and lawyers, representatives of
think tanks and academia engaged in the topic.
4. Implementation of public administration reform.
Holders of the expertise: independent experts (analytical centers, academia),
representatives of local authorities, civic activists, state officials.
5. Developing elections campaign rules and harmonizing electoral practice according to
democratic standards.
Holders of the expertise: representatives of political parties, civil society activists,
independent experts and lawyers.
6. Countering and preventing radicalization.
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Holders of the expertise: civil society activists, independent experts and lawyers,
responsible law enforcement and security forces officials.
7. Integration of national minorities in the political process.
Holders of the expertise: civil society activists, representatives of national minorities,
representatives of political parties.
8. Implementation of sectoral socio-economic reforms (financial sector, tax system,
pension system, social policy, health care etc.)
Holders of the expertise: experts (analytical centers, academia), state officials,
representatives of political parties, representatives of the organized business groups
(e.g. associations of entrepreneurs).
9. Attracting foreign investments and strengthening market economy based on the EU
standards.
Holders of the expertise: responsible governmental officials, representatives of
entrepreneurship and small business.
10. Strengthening efficiency in border management.
Holders of the expertise: responsible governmental officials from the state’s border,
migration and customs services; representatives of think tanks.
11. Humanitarian aid to population in the areas devastated by military conflict as well as
to population displaced to other regions of Ukraine; assistance to democratic actors in
the occupied Crimea.
Holders of the expertise: humanitarian aid organizations, NGOs, civic activists,
independent media.
Ukraine–Belarus Relations
Ukraine is the largest EaP country, and Ukrainians and Belarusians have much common in
history, culture and mentality, considering each other as “brotherly” nations. That is why
Ukraine’s example and support is so important for Belarus. And it is equally important for
Ukraine’s own safety to help Belarus become free, democratic and prosperous European
nation.
There have been expectations that after the Revolution of Dignity (Euromaidan) Kyiv’s politics
toward Belarus would change, especially given the enthusiasm and heroism of the Belarusian
volunteers fighting for Ukrainian freedom. Unfortunately, it has not yet happen. There are no
actual systematic changes in Ukrainian approach towards developing bilateral relationship
with neighbouring Belarus. The manifest example proving such conclusion could be the
current developments in economic and military-technical cooperation characterized by
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prevailing pragmatism of ruling elites in Kyiv and Minsk on the backdrop of periodic bilateral
trade confrontations triggered by Moscow.
The current version of the so-called “Belarusian smuggling hub” in the Ukraine-Belarus trade
relations seems to satisfy both sides, showing willingness to turn a blind eye on some political
discrepancy in order to get the short-term benefits without finding a hint of some long-term
strategy. Moscow is often not averse to benefit from this hub as well by manipulating the
sanctions mechanism after the suspension of the Free Trade Zone Agreement with Ukraine
and entry into force of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area between the EU and
Ukraine.
In the same vein can be considered a military-technical cooperation between Minsk and Kyiv,
which began to flourish with the start of the Russian aggression and entered into the most
active phase after Kyiv decided to terminate the military-technical cooperation with Moscow.
Nevertheless, the room for manoeuvre is shrinking further, and the Kremlin begins to demand
clarity in the actions of Minsk, forcing it to forget the friendly nod to Kyiv.
Lukashenka’s regime is mostly concerned about its own survival against the background of
deepening economic stagnation, permanent oil price fluctuations and shrinking state budget.
President Lukashenka just uses the Russia-Ukraine crisis as well as Minsk quasi-intermediary
position for his mercenarily aims – to improve own reputation, break the foreign isolation and
get some financial support.
Kyiv should not let Lukashenka’s regime to use Ukrainian problems for its own profit neither
from ethical, nor from practical points of view.
Firstly, Ukraine has no moral right to betray the Belarusian people suffering from the
repressive autocratic regime.
Secondly, Lukashenka’s regime actually will not be able to guarantee Kyiv any security, if Putin
decides to use the Belarusian territory for invasion to Ukraine.
Thus, instead of current playing along with the Lukashenka’s regime for the sake of illusive
security guaranties, Ukraine should elaborate a new, effective strategy towards Belarus,
placing ahead the interests of people. In order to develop a systematic approach in UkraineBelarus relations, diminishing the negative Russian impact and contributing to enhanced
cooperation with the EU, the following measures could be proposed:
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Including political agenda to Ukraine-Belarus bilateral relations. Kyiv can find
arguments to convince Minsk that democratization is more reasonable option
than collapse of the regime due to people uprising;



Strengthening bilateral contacts at the level of civil societies, NGOs,
independent experts and media. Ukraine should provide ground and support
for the Belarusian activists, who develop and strengthen the Belarusian civil
society, maintain open dialogue and distribute truthful information;



Establishing relations with Belarusian opposition and supporting its legal
activity;



Reinforcing mutual information cooperation dedicated to raising awareness
about current developments in both countries. Minsk promised to let Ukrainian
TV channels broadcast in Belarus, and this promise should be fulfilled;



Supporting independent Belarusian media to provide counterbalance to the
Kremlin’s and official Minsk’s propaganda in Belarus so that protecting
Ukraine’s national interests as well;



Initiating joint economic projects supported by the EU, establishing joint
trilateral ventures with the EU funding;



Joint exploiting of the Black Sea region’s transit potential, developing new
transit roots and corridors;



Reshaping the military-technical cooperation with emphasis given to the
projects supported by the European Defence Agency within the framework of
renewed ENP.

Ukraine as a partner and a model for other post-Soviet countries
Ukraine is the largest, after Russia, post-Soviet country, which for a long time has been
considered as incapable for successful political and economic transformations. Strong Russian
involvement in Ukraine’s politics, economy, cultural life and media resulted in making one
believes that Kyiv would never escape from Moscow’s orbit. Such situation to great extend
reminded the current state of affairs in many other post-Soviet countries, including the EaP
participants Belarus, Armenia and Azerbaijan.
That’s why the Ukraine’s success story would be so important for the others post-Soviet
nations – to help them understand that they are not doomed to authoritarianism and
corruption, that they could do better in order to become modern and democratic societies.
Ukraine can and should become a successful alternative to Russian authoritarian and
corrupted model of state’s development.
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Hence, one more task for the EU’s politics towards Ukraine is to inspire Kyiv to deepen relations
with the other EaP countries at all levels with special focus on non-governmental initiatives
and people-to-people relations. In this regard, the V4 countries may help Kyiv to learn how to
use own advantages to provide practical assistance to other nations.
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Instruments of EU-Ukraine Cooperation
Nelly Tomcikova, Europeum Institute for European Policy (Czech Republic)

The current EU-Ukraine relations are mainly based on the provisions of the Partnership and
Co-operation Agreement (PCA) still remaining in force, on the provisions of the Association
Agreement (AA), both political and cooperation, temporarily applied since the end of 2014,
and on the European Neighbourhood Policy framework (ENP), in particular the Eastern
Partnership platform.
The EU and Ukraine have set so-called the EU-Ukraine Association Agenda, a joint reform
agenda to enable the implementation of the Association Agreement. In 2014 the
commission´s Support Group for Ukraine was established providing technical help on the
reform agenda to the Ukrainian official bodies, supervised by the European External Action
Service, the EU-delegation in Ukraine and EU Member States. The Support Group for Ukraine
which is a first Group of its kind established for any country outside the EU border has been
coordinating the resources and expertise to monitor and help Ukraine fully implement the
Association Agreement, prepare reform strategies and new reform legislation.
Within the association agenda for the period 2007–2013 the EU earmarked EUR 1,005 billion
for assistance to Ukraine, especially on: democratic development, the rule of law and good
governance; regulatory reform and administrative capacity building; and infrastructure
development. For the period of 2014-2020 the assistance should reach EUR 1,013 billion.
The Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area
The Association Agreement, including the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA)
was signed in 2014. The DCFTA entered into force on 1 January 2016. It aims at modernising
EU-Ukrainian trade relations and economic development through open markets by
progressively cutting customs tariffs and quotas, and at aligning Ukraine´s regulations with EU
legislation in trade-related areas and Ukraine´s economy to EU standards.
Trade sector
One of the main goals of the DCFTA is to develop co-operation in customs and simplify customs
requirements and procedures. Within the DCFTA the EU aims to integrate Ukraine into its
market as much as possible. The existing customs tariffs on most industrial goods will be
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removed, apart from few that are in a period of transition, particularly the automotive sector.
The partners agreed that up to 99 % of duties in trade value would be eliminated. In numbers
this means that Ukraine will reduce tariffs on machinery and appliances by EUR 75,2 million.
As regards agricultural goods, the duty-free tariff rate quotas for goods such as e.g. cereals,
beef and poultry will be granted. The DCFTA will also aim at granting a 10-years´-transition
period for other goods in order to give manufacturers more time to learn how to deal with a
more competitive EU environment. Due to the EU higher production standards and new
market opportunities modernisation of agriculture and improvement of labour conditions in
Ukraine will be positively stimulated. The duties on agricultural products will be cut to EUR
330 million.
For non-tariff barriers on trade in goods the DCFTA integrates WTO rules. WTO rights and
obligations will also be applied in traditional trade defence instruments, such as anti-dumping,
anti-subsidy and global safeguard. WTO rules play also an important role in Technical Barriers
to Trade included in the DCFTA.
As regards the trade in services, a number of reservations has been identified in a negative
list. Such a procedure guarantees new services and further liberalisation not being listed as
exceptions automatic coverage. Once Ukraine has taken over the EU-acquits in sectors as
financial services, international maritime services, telecommunications, postal and courier
services, it will be able to access the EU internal market for the sectors in question. Such an
approach is an unprecedented level of EU integration. And vice versa, this process will lead to
the same regulatory environment in Ukraine as in the other EU member countries.
Energy sector
In energy sector the EU strives to build competitive and transparent energy markets and
enable fast implementation of reforms in compliance with Energy Community and Association
Agreement obligations. Thanks to the EU´s technical assistance the Ukrainian energy sector
will increase its efficiency. Also, the Ukrainian government will be able to establish a strong
and independent energy regulatory body and prepare new law on gas and electricity markets.
The Free Trade Agreement with Ukraine, as the first agreement of this kind, is including
specific regulations on energy trade it prevents the partners to regulate prices for industry
(higher prices for exporting energy products than would domestic prices be). Both the EU and
Ukraine committed to the regulator legally distinct and functionally independent in order to
ensure efficient competition and functioning of the gas and electricity markets.
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Civil society
Through the DCFTA the EU and Ukraine will build monitoring mechanisms of sustainable
development based on public supervision through civil society. Both partners will establish
new or assign civil society Advisory Group already established. These Groups will be meeting
every year at the open civil society forum to debate on sustainable development.
The institutional context within EU-Ukraine relations is set on the EU-Ukraine Summit, the
Association Council meetings at ministerial level, and the Association Committee meetings
bringing together the members of the European and Ukrainian Parliaments.
A Civil Society Platform will be formed by the European Economic and Social Committee
members and the Ukrainian civil society representatives.
EU Special Measures for Ukraine
The Special Measure mechanism aims to support stabilisation of economic and financial
situation in Ukraine, as well as to help authorities with the transition, political and economic
reforms, and civil society engagement. Due to the events happening in Ukraine in last two
years the EU adopted a Special Measure of EUR 365 million, composed of two actions: a EUR
355 million State Building Contract and a EUR 10 million Support to Civil Society financed from
the general budget of the European Union.
The objective pursued by the State building contract for Ukraine is to provide financial support
to corruption, public administration reform, constitutional and electoral law reform. The
objective of the second action within the Special Measure, Support to Civil Society is to use
grants and service contracts to promote civil society participation and supervise national
reforms. The areas of EU support within Special Measure mechanism for the period 2016-2017
agreed by both partners will be: public administration reforms, rule of law, public finance
management and taxation, energy efficiency.
Also, the initiative EU Support to Ukraine to Re-launch the Economy (EU SURE), the mature
technical assistance will be implemented for the period 2016 – 2020 worth of EUR 95 million.
The EU SURE will provide small and medium enterprises (SMEs) across Ukraine with technical
assistance and policy advice and will contribute to the re-launch of the Ukrainian economy.
The DCFTA SMEs Facility was established as an integral part of the SME Flagship Initiative. The
Flag Initiative is the EU regional programme, which strives to provide a support to SMEs in the
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Eastern Partnership and helps them deal with the challenges that prevent them from reaching
their full potential. Due to such an unprecedented investments injected in the real economy
by the DCFTA Facility for SMEs the Ukrainian local banking sectors, business services to SMEs,
and trade and quality infrastructure will be improved, while generating growth and enhancing
job market.
The EU members also aim to finance a co-project with the World Bank, called STAREP –
Strengthening Auditing and Reporting in the Countries of the Eastern Partnership, which
intends to improve the quality of financial reporting in the EP countries.
European Neighbourhood Instrument
The new European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI) which for the period 2014-2020
succeeded the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI) will further
strengthen the relations of the EU and the ENP countries. For the period 2015 – 2018 the EU
support of EUR 40 million through the Ukraine – Neighbourhood Investment Facility (NIF) as
part of the ENI regional project plans to generate EUR 300 million new SMEs loans to cover
the SME market with the business companies that have the insufficient financial history or
inadequate collateral level and therefore are found to be outside the current credit criteria of
the commercial banks.
Visa Liberalisation Action Plan
The EU launched a Visa Liberalisation Dialogue, built on a Visa Liberalisation Action Plan, with
Ukraine in 2008. The Action Plan sets a number of areas to be adopted and implemented such
as document security, integrated border management, migration management and asylum,
public order and security and external relations and fundamental rights. The successful
implementation of Action Plan is fundamental for strengthening the political association and
economic integration of Ukraine agreed in the Association Agreement.
Ukraine´s Regional Development Policy
For the period 2012–2016 the support to Ukraine´s Regional Development Policy was set at
EUR 5,3 million, aiming at strengthening the capacity of Ukrainian authorities in order to
prepare and implement regional development policies. It is linked up with grants for local
official bodies and non-governmental organizations.
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Food Safety Control System
EUR 3,6 million has been intended for improvement of the food safety control system in
Ukraine. The period for implementation is 2014-2016. The Ukrainian regulatory and
administrative practices, institutional infrastructure and the state control system will be
aligned with the legislation and practices in the EU member states.
European Union Advisory Mission for Civilian Security Sector Reform Ukraine
For years Ukraine has been one of the EU security partners. In March 2015 the Status of the
European Union Advisory Mission for Civilian Security Sector Reform Ukraine (EUAM), a
civilian mission under the EU´s Common Security and Defence Policy, entered into force.
EUAM Ukraine aims at supporting the reform of the Ukrainian civilian security sector. An
intention is to build sustainable Ukrainian security services that could deliver the rule of law
and should improve good governance in the areas of human rights, public administration and
anti-corruption reform.
European Defence Agency
The Administrative Arrangement within the European Defence Agency (EDA) between the EU
and Ukraine signed in December 2015 enables Ukraine to participate in EDA´s programmes
and projects. Initial areas of cooperation are training, logistics, standardisation and Single
European Sky.
Macro-Financial Assistance to non-EU countries
Macro-Financial Assistance (MFA) is an exceptional form of financial assistance designed for
the EU´s neighbouring countries implementing assistance provided by the International
Monetary Fund. It is a very important tool financed through borrowings on capital markets
which helps a new reform-oriented government deal with political and economic challenges,
as well as with reform strategy implementation. Already the third MFA assistance for Ukraine
adopted in 2015 of up to EUR 1,8 billion, going on top of what the EU was already financing
through the State Building, is conditioned by the implementation of a specific economic policy.
V4 + Ukraine relations
Given the size of Ukraine and its geographical proximity to V4 Group, its economy plays a
significant role in the future economic development of the V4 countries and vice versa.
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Therefore, the Visegrad Group has played an active role in implementing the Eastern
Partnership policies within the ENP. The Visegrad countries strive to provide significant
political support to the European integration policy of Ukraine.
Beside its support within the EU the V4 countries actively use the format of the V4 + Ukraine
for forums and expert consultation with participation of the V4 and Ukrainian government
officials on assistance in reforming separate sectors in Ukraine, particularly important issues
such as defence policy, energy security and energy efficiency expertise exchange dealing with
issues of energy conservation, sustainable use of energy sources via capacity building, training
and technical aid, strengthening economic relations, competitiveness the observance of the
Minsk protocol for establishment of regional peace and stability, rail corridor, and academic
exchanges and education.
The Visegrad 4 Eastern Partnership Program initiated in 2011 at the V4 prime ministers´
summit aims to enhance cooperation between the Visegrad region and the Eastern
Partnership countries. The program itself was launched in 2012. Worth of EUR 3 million it is
currently the Fund´s biggest grant program.
The Civil Servants Mobility Program (CSMP) was launched in May 2014 within the Think
Visegrad – V4 Think Tank Platform and has been supported by the International Visegrad Fund.
The Program is aimed at education of civil servants from Ukraine through organizing study
visits in the V4 countries which are mainly focused on the V4 experience in the sectoral
reforms implementation and the national legislation harmonisation.
The initiative V4 Road Show in Ukraine aims to share reform experience of the V4 members
in the selected policy areas and to improve coordination of the V4 assistance to its eastern
neighbour. The initiative intends to provide Ukraine with support by transferring V4 knowhow in the field of SMEs. The V4 countries agreed to take specific roles in assistance with
reform process and implementation of the Association Agreement. Slovakia will assist with
the reforms in the field of energy and energy security, including the use of renewables and
the security sector reform. The Czech Republic will cover assistance with reforming of a civic
society, media and education. Poland has taken over to be the sponsor with decentralization
and public finance reform. And Hungary will assist in economic development, with support of
SMEs, and implementation of the DCFTA.
Currently within the V4 Road Show initiative a series of knowledge sharing and networking
roundtables in Ukraine are being held.
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Slovakia´s support to Ukraine
Slovakia actively supports transformation and reform processes in Ukraine both within the EU
initiatives and V4 projects. It was during the Slovakia´s V4 presidency when the decision to
involve the International Visegrad Fund in the support of EaP initiatives was accepted.
Together with other V4 countries and the Baltic States, Slovakia was among the members of
the EU highly interested in the creating of a new EU policy toward its eastern neighbours after
the eastern enlargement in 2004.
The most complex issue both countries have to deal with is reinforcing energy efficiency and
security and a key condition for sustainable development of Ukrainian society.
Cross-border Cooperation Programmes
For the period of 2014-2020, the Slovakia-Ukraine-Hungary-Romania Cross-border
Cooperation (CBC) was launched as a predecessor of the ENPI and is an important priority
within the ENP. Currently the projects such as Sustainable Utilisation of Natural Resources in
Small Enterprises; Development of Children´s Rehabilitation; Economic Development Network
of Underdeveloped Cross Border Area; or Košice and Uzhgorod cathedrals, centres of
development on the territories of mutual history are financed within the CBC Programme.
Through the Norwegian Barents Secretariat Grant the Government Office of the Slovak
Republic is funding the CBC Programme between Slovakia and Ukraine. The programme
focuses on two Slovak regions, Košice and Prešov, and one Ukrainian region, Transcarpathia.
All these three areas lag behind other EU areas in terms of development. Their GDP is below
30 % of the EU average. The CBC Programme will contribute to the eliminating of existing
barriers to cross-border cooperation between Košice and Prešov on the one hand and
Transcarpathia on the other by supporting new and enhancing existing cross-border
partnerships, improving procedures at the border crossings and exchanging of know-how and
experience with Norway.
SlovakAid: Official Development Assistance of the Slovak Republic
SlovakAid is an instrument of the Slovak foreign policy to shape its relations with aid countries
and international organizations. Within the development assistance the projects aim at
building of national capacities and transfer of know-how in the field of implementation of
quality management system and environmental management system in Ukraine, developing
of Ukrainian civil society by strengthening capacities of Ukrainian non-governmental
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organizations in the field of security sector reform and sharing Slovak transformation
experience.
It is also aimed at creating healthy business environment through the development of
investment opportunities, as support of Transcarpathian Agency of Investments, Innovations
and Development (TAIID) through transfer of know-how and support of pilot activities. Some
activities are focused on economic development and institutional cooperation between SMEs
from Ukraine and Slovakia through pilot actions based on the practical steps required for
presentation of the target groups in international exhibitions.
One of the project is also a complex rural development in Ukraine which implementation will
provide the rural communities of the Western Ukraine and Cherkasy region with the following
opportunities: to be able to learn from Slovak experience on rural development and be able
to start the process of rural development in Ukraine; to get the experience of using crosssector cooperation as a tool of rural development; to start capacity building for local activists
involved into development of rural communities in Ukraine.
Carpathian Convention
Seven Central European states, including Slovakia, other three V4 countries, Ukraine, Romania
and Serbia have established a treaty to support the sustainable development and the
protection of the Carpathian Region. In order to support the implementation of the
Framework Convention on the Protection and Sustainable Development of the Carpathians
the regular expert meetings have been held.
Belarus–Ukraine cooperation
Within the Eastern Partnership Territorial Cooperation, the Belarus-Ukraine territorial
cooperation programme built on the Action Fiche for the Eastern Partnership Territorial
Cooperation Programmes enables CBC by bringing the different stakeholders such as public,
institutions and organizations, enterprises and communities closer to together. This is the first
EU-funded program for CBC among the Eastern Partnership members that EU itself is not
directly involved in. Both Belarus and Ukraine thus can outline their priorities and define issues
in border areas that need to be addressed, promoting economic and social development at
the local level. The most discussed issues are SMEs, culture, sports, tourism and environment.
The overall amount is EUR 3,3 million. A working group to elaborate the joint operational
programme of the cross-border area was established.
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For the period 2014-2020 also the Poland-Ukraine-Belarus Cross-border Cooperation was
launched as a predecessor of the ENPI, aiming at developing the cooperation between the EU
and the partner countries by ensuring the integrated and sustainable regional development
will be achieved.
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Hungary-Ukraine Relations in a Broader Perspective
Péter Kádas, International Centre for Democratic Transition (Hungary)

Determining factors
For one to understand mechanisms and motives in Hungarian foreign affairs, also in
connection with Ukraine, it requires to have a clear view on the nation’s brief history. Starting
from the early twentieth century, we see a regional, multinational power in Central-Eastern
Europe, eventually finding itself in a sudden collapse at the end of World War I. Following the
dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 1920, a significant portion of Hungarians
became citizens of neighbouring states, thus the issue of „fellow Hungarians abroad”
dominated foreign policy agenda for decades. As the idea of revisionism (complete restoration
of territories and population) drove Hungarian politics, the nation with former ambitions could
not adequately adapt to its new level of potential. Consequently, Hungary slowly gravitated
to the only power in Europe: Hitler’s Germany, whose alliance kept the desired goal on the
horizon.
Hungary’s defeat brought the logical consequence of a Soviet occupation in 1945, which later
led to a complete integration of Hungary into the Soviet area of influence, fundamentally
restricting independent policy making. In the name of internationalism and ideological
cohesion, the question of nationalism and national minorities were intentionally swept under
the rug, so they could emerge again in 1989 and 1990 in the midst of democratic revolutions.
At that time, parties that reached the parliamentary threshold, more or less promoted the
same principles on foreign policy: pursuing European integration and joining a regional
military alliance, whereas the first goal would guarantee economic stability, as the latter
would ensure security. In order to join such communities, one is logically forced to integrate
itself into deep and comprehensive international systems, automatically accepting and
applying limitations on various policies. In the case of Hungary, especially with disasterous
economic parameters in the early 1990s, and the tragic dissolution of Yugoslavia in the
neighbourhood, ensuring a steady EU integration and regional stability became crucial
objectives.
Friendship driven by convenience
Consecutive governments of the 90s managed to negotiate and sign bilateral agreements with
Hungary’s neighbours (with Slovakia in 1995, with Romania in 1996, with Ukraine in 1991), in
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each case, concluded with important and determining commitments. First and foremost, the
Hungarian government declared to recognize current state borders as inviolable and
unalterable, in return, demanded the satisfactory guarantee of minority rights for Hungarians
holding foreign passports. Despite 25 eventful years in Central-Eastern Europe, even when
bilateral relations often turned problematic, basic principles of these bilateral agreements
were never violated.
The situation was not different in the case of the Ukrainian-Hungarian bilateral treaty, in which
the approximately 155.000 ethnic Hungarians, currently residing in Transcarpathia Oblast
were guaranteed to have minority rights, in connection with the use of language, cultural and
religious rights. The newly inaugurated Hungarian government of 1990 took firm steps to
establish a friendly relation with a forming nation: following Ukraine’s referendum on
independence held in early December, 1991, Hungary was the first country to establish
diplomatic relations, opening an embassy in Kiev. József Antall, prime minister of the new,
democratic Hungary was the first statesman to visit Ukraine after gaining sovereign status. A
series of official documents, agreements and memorandums of mutual support prove
Hungary’s dedication for Ukraine’s speedy EU integration, on topics such as visa liberalization,
cooperation on nuclear issues, or regional development.
Relationship detailed – in a global context
Despite having a generally friendly relationship, the two nations often encounter hiccups,
especially considering that Russia is enthusiastic about widening its circle of friends through
various means and keeping the friendly bond of the CIS as tights as possible. Moldova’s, and
especially after the Euromaidan events of 2013, Ukraine’s EU integration process is an
inevitable conflict source from the perspective of Moscow. Russia is also keen on developing
and maintaining smart politics to divide EU member states by different, realpolitik means.
Among many others, the following key issues needed to be considered when analysing foreign
relations of Hungary towards Ukraine:
The year 2010, with the landslide victory of PM Viktor Orbán was an important turning point
for Hungarian foreign policy. The traditional, single Euroatlantic alliance with Germany’s
important economic role in Hungary was suddenly divided with a purely pragmatic eastern
focus, as Orbán called it the „Eastern Opening”. He even expressed admiration for certain
strong, yet undemocratic establishments of the region (such as Turkey, Russia or China).
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The same pragmatic approach can be identified when looking at Hungary’s energy security
strategy, especially gas supply lines. Hungary witnessed a first-hand shortage of transit gas in
2009, when dispute over gas supply debts between Russia and Ukraine resulted a cut-off,
whereas the opposite happened in 2014, when Hungary was able to block transit gas routes
to Ukraine, due to its diversified source network (the step itself was initiated shortly after PM
Viktor Orbán met with Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller). The slow degradation of the once powerful
„gas leverage” for Ukraine, acting as a sole transit is not a new phenomenon, yet its impact on
bilateral relations is once again proven by recent events in a short period.
Without question, Orbán’s most disputed step was the announcement to enlarge Hungary’s
only nuclear power plant, and having issued no procurement tender, Rosatom was appointed
to execute the work. The motives and true reasons are only subjects of speculations and
disputes, as contractual terms have been classified as top secret materials, but such a huge
investment carries a necessary shift in Hungary’s and Russia’s relation, having a serious spillover effect on Ukraine. Nonetheless, Russian supply accounts for almost 100% of Hungary’s
nuclear fuel demand.
Hungarians in Ukraine
Careful neighbourhood policy also took a sudden turn in 2010, as the Hungarian National
Assembly introduced a new law on double citizenship, which ultimately made it possible to
obtain Hungarian passport for those who can prove their Hungarian origin. In rapid reaction,
the Slovak government introduced a law that willingly applying for Hungarian citizenship will
automatically lead to the losing of the Slovak. Ukraine, however, is focusing on the issue of
double citizenship from another perspective, especially since the Donbass conflict, whereas
Ukrainian citizens holding Russian passports cause a much more painful headache for Kiev
than Hungarians. Earlier this year, minister of interior Pavlo Klimkin condemned the practice
of dual citizenship, promising the enforcement of constitutional regulations.
Apart from the unclear and often vaguely defined problem of double citizenship, the recently
introduced drafting system also causes misbeliefs among locals. As the Ukraine intends to
wage war against separatist forces, consequently the drafting system that involves ethnic
Hungarians stirs up the relationship between Budapest and Kyiv. Although exact numbers of
drafted Hungarians are unclear, the efficiency of enforcing draft orders during seasonal waves
are admittedly weak, and also the possibility of „disappearing” from the authorities by
obtaining a Hungarian passport offers a feasible bypass.
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Pragmatism prevails?
Considering the various factors affecting bilateral relations of Hungary and the Ukraine, a
couple of aspects seem to be certain. First, bilateral relations are no longer standing in a
relatively peaceful frame, in which certain steps, policies or even gestures could be
implemented and executed almost independently by the two actors. This period lasted for
roughly two decades in which the Ukraine could remain in the common grey area of CIS and
EaP. Followed by the escalation of Putin’s more offensive foreign policy to establish a
reinforced commonwealth in its neighbourhood, the circumstances of actors involved in the
conflict (either directly or indirectly) are far more polarised, which is definitely true for the
Hungarian government.
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Summary of the proceedings of the conference “Autocratic Challenge for the
European Project: What to Do and Not to Do”
Warsaw, 25 May 2016

This is a summary of presentations and discussions at a conference “Autocratic Challenge for
the European Project: What to Do and Not to Do”, held in Warsaw on 25 May 2016. The
conference was a concluding event of a year-long project “The European Answer to the
Eurasian Challenge”, implemented by several non-governmental organisations from Belarus,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and Ukraine1. The summary outlines the main
views, conclusions and recommendations of the panelists (see the list of the panelists below
in the conference programme) and participants of the conference regarding policies of the
European Union towards countries in the EU Eastern Neighbourhood. The summary does not
attribute analysis and recommendations presented here to particular individuals or
organisations; instead, it seeks to provide a concise overview of the main ideas presented at
the conference.
The conference programme
Opening Session
Natallia Radzina, Editor-in-chief of Charter97.org - opening remarks
Stanislau Shushkevich, the first President of Belarus - opening statement
First panel: ''A new pragmatism vs a value-based approach in the EU neighborhood policy''
Panelists:
Jacek Kucharczyk, President, Institute for Public Affairs, Poland
Grigorij Mesežnikov, President, Institute for Public Affairs, Slovakia
Václav Kříž, expert, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy, Czech Republic
Maksym Khylko, Chair of the Board, East European Security Research Initiative Foundation,
Ukraine
Roman Yakovlevski, political observer, Belarus

1

The project was implemented jointly by Charter'97 Foundation (Belarus/Poland), Freedom Files Foundation (Poland),
Foundation Institute of Public Affairs (Poland), EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy (Czech Republic), International
Centre for Democratic Transition (Hungary), Centre for Social and Business Initiatives of Yaremche (Ukraine), East European
Security Research Initiative Foundation (Ukraine), Foreign Policy Research Institute at the Diplomatic Academy of Ukraine
(Ukraine), Institute for Public Affairs (Slovakia), M.E.S.A.10 (Slovakia). The International Visegrad Fund provided financial
support for the project.
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Moderator: Andrei Sannikov, Coordinator, Civil Campaign “European Belarus”,
Belarus/Poland
Second panel: ''EU caught between Russia and its own internal problems: Where is the way
out?''
Panelists:
Ambassador Istvan Gyarmati, President, International Centre for Democratic Transition,
Hungary
Oleksandr Tytarchuk, co-founder, member of the Board, East European Security Research
Initiative Foundation, Ukraine
Yuri Dzhibladze, Deputy Chair, Freedom Files Foundation, Poland/Russia, and President,
Center for Development of Democracy and Human Rights, Russia
Joerg Forbrig, Director, Fund for Belarus Democracy in the German Marshall Fund of the
United States, Germany
Dzmitry Bandarenka, Coordinator, Civil Campaign “European Belarus”, Belarus/Poland
Moderator: Pavol Demeš, Senior Non-Resident Fellow, German Marshall Fund of the United
States, former Slovak Minister of Foreign Affairs, Slovakia
Conclusions
Pavol Demes, Andrei Sannikov, Olga Zakharova (Сhair, Freedom Files Foundation, Poland/
Russia)
Eastern Partnership: A Brief Overview of the State of Affairs
The Eastern Partnership (EaP) project is a part of the European Union Neighbourhood Policy,
a joint initiative involving the European Union (EU), its member states, and six countries of the
former Soviet Union: Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan.
The main goal of EaP was to form favourable environment for acceleration of processes of
political association and economic integration between the EU and the EaP countries. At the
initial stage of EaP the definition of the initiative was “the offering of institutional framework
which brings EaP countries closer to the EU” if they make a strategic choice to follow the proEuropean orientation. Therefore, the value-based approach is – and should be – a cornerstone
of the whole initiative.
As of now, the EU has signed the Association Agreements with three EaP countries.
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Unfortunately, the EU has not been capable to back up the partner countries of EaP by political
and economic resources needed for securing their internal transformation. EaP is not flexible
enough; this is one of the most substantial problems, taking into consideration the fact that
the EaP countries are operating in complex contexts, especially geopolitical and security ones,
but also historic and cultural.
The EaP development has been affected by recent challenges that the EU itself is facing:
internal financial troubles, financial crises in several countries in the Southern part of the
union, perspectives of Grexit and Brexit, a huge migration wave, destabilization of the Eastern
neighbourhood as a result of Russian aggressive policy, and a crisis in a wider Middle East have
caused an obvious retreat of Europe as a main guarantor of European security.
Due to their common past of post-communist transition, the Visegrad4 (V4) countries could
play a key role in the achievement of the goals set by the Eastern Partnership initiative. They
are close neighbours to the EaP countries, they have rich experiences in implementing
democratic and market reforms and participating in the process of European integration, and
therefore can provide very useful lessons from their positive and negative experiences. Many
non-governmental organisations in Central Europe have rich experience in supporting
democratic forces in the EaP countries, which is something they should definitely keep doing.
The slogan “For our freedom and yours” has not lost its relevance; it is still a key slogan of
solidarity of democrats in Central and Eastern Europe. The support of citizens of the V4
countries for European aspirations of the EaP countries can play a very important role.
We recommend that the V4 countries should keep the EaP project high on the EU agenda,
enhance their cooperation on this issue as their own long-term priority, and expand their
activities in the V4+EaP format. They can contribute to a better formulation of the EU policy
approaches regarding EaP. The V4 countries should stick to their agreed positions in terms of
Russia’s behaviour towards its neighbours. They should not challenge or undermine the EU
unity in this respect. The V4 countries should support democratic forces and civil society in
Belarus and reformist forces in Ukraine.
As many experts argue, however, the main challenge to the EaP is coming not from inside of
the initiative – be it structural weaknesses and other difficulties, lack of will for reforms among
their political elites or internal problems of East European countries, but from the outside. As
we have seen, Russia showed its opposition and even hostility to the initiative from the
moment of its inception. It has considered the EaP project as an effort of the West to encircle
Russia, weaken it, and undermine historic ties between Russia and its neighbours. Russian
elites perceive EaP as an attempt to intimidate and threaten Russia.
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Russia takes EaP as a zero-sum game in its relations with the West. At the same time, Russia’s
leadership’s approach can be seen as a specific safeguard against a fall of their own
authoritarian regime. The Kremlin considers any progress of post-Soviet states in reforms and
their integration into the democratic Europe as a precedent of successful and functional
alternative to the authoritarian, oligarchic, and kleptocratic regime in Russia and as an
indication of this regime’s failure, dis-functionality or impotence.
Russia responds in different ways, fully in line with Russian leadership strategic goals that
include the weakening of the project of European integration, disuniting the EU, destructing
the union from inside, removal of liberal democratic regimes in European states and especially
blocking of Eastern European states’ movement to Europe and disrupting any perspectives of
their full-fledged membership in the EU.
Russian actions include the following:
1. Soft actions, such as offering its own “integration” project – membership in the

Customs/Eurasian union, de facto bringing back dependency of the neighbouring states on
the Russia which handles relations with its neighbours in an imperialistic manner, even when
for tactical reasons it pays them for such “cooperation”. In the end, this option leads to a
restoration of authoritarian regimes in the EaP countries.
2. Hard actions, for instance, military conflicts such as the war against Ukraine, the war against

Georgia that can be considered a pre-emptive strike solving “problems” with Georgia’s
movement closer to both NATO and EU, annexation of a part of sovereign Ukraine’s territory,
staging and fuelling the separatist rebellion in Eastern Ukraine, and separation from Georgia
and announcement of independent status of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.
3. “Hybrid” actions such as a combination of the soft and the hard methods. Strong pressure

(political, diplomatic, security etc.), as in the case of Armenia, which eventually refused to sign
the EU Association Agreement under Russia’s pressure in spite of the fact that the country
achieved a high level of compliance with conditions for signing of the AA. As a result of a tradeoff – “security guarantees against Azerbaijan instead of European reforms” – Armenia entered
the Russian-led Eurasian Union. In practice, it has turned into “security guarantee instead of
economic prosperity” since the state of economy worsened dramatically after Armenia joined
the Eurasian Union. Russia energizes the separatist tendencies in Transnistria and Gagauzia in
Moldova. In the case of Belarus, it supports authoritarian regime of Alexander Lukashenka
who continues to play his “double games” with Russia and the West but in reality deeper and
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deeper engaging into stronger cooperation with Russia, including cooperation in security and
military area.
4. “Alternatives” offered by Russia to the EU: Russia is speaking about a need for renewal of

strategic partnership; however, what it offers to the EU is information war and political,
diplomatic and financial support for extremist populist and Eurosceptic forces. Russia has
changed from a “strategic partner” to a “strategic problem” and has transformed itself into a
state with revisionist policies.
Assessments of the EaP among experts differ. Our position is that any “extremes” in
assessment of EaP achievements and failures would not serve well; evaluation should be
realistic and sober. There are both successes and failures in this process.
The main benefits include closer cooperation with the EU, economic development, support of
mobility, political integration with EU, economic integration with EU, enforcement of good
governance.
The main EaP shortages include ineffectiveness of its programmes, ignoring national specifics,
weak security element, unclear expectations, insufficient funding, and absence of clear
prospects of EU membership.
We recommend to the EU to take the following actions:
- prevent stagnation of EaP which seems to be one of the possible scenarios in the
context of multiple challenges the is EU faced with;
- demonstrate to the public in the EaP countries that the EU decision on partnership
with them is firm and irreversible;
- respond positively to EaP countries’ citizens’ beliefs that their future is in Europe;
- respond adequately to Russia’s aggressive policy and understand that the current
Russian leadership has a low potential for constructive cooperation.
The EU should not play by the rules of Russia’s zero-sum game regarding the EaP countries.
Russia should not be given a role that would allow it to define the future of EaP countries. EU
policy toward EaP countries should not be a part of EU policy toward Russia. These two lines
should be separated.
EU should conduct pre-emptive steps against Russia’s aggressive policy toward the EaP,
accompanied by boosting support for these countries.
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The European Neighbourhood Policy: What Kind of Pragmatism?
The European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) was launched in 2004 to support and foster
stability, security and prosperity in the countries closest to the EU. However, neither of these
goals has been achieved so far. What we in fact see is increasing insecurity, instability, and
lack of prosperity. Since the start of the ENP, the situation has obviously deteriorated both in
the Southern and Eastern EU neighbourhood, including increased terrorism, refugee flows and
Russian aggressive policy.
In fact, the ENP could hardly succeed due to the following EU miscalculation: the EU combined
in the framework of one neighbourhood policy sixteen countries from different regions, with
different political, economic and cultural conditions, and, most importantly, with different
levels of their ambitions regarding cooperation and integration with the EU. Thus, the EU
deprived the ENP of the flexibility form the very start. The EaP project improved the situation,
but it has been limited by the framework of the ENP.
Moreover, the EU initially limited the instruments of its policy towards the Eastern European
countries by excluding a major incentive, namely the prospect of membership. The ENP
Strategy Paper of 2004 stipulated that “the EU has emphasised that it offers a means to
reinforce relations between the EU and partner countries, which is distinct from the
possibilities available to European countries under Article 49 of the Treaty on EU.”
Due to this provision, Ukraine initially was very sceptical about the ENP, believing that it is a
substitution to the prospect of membership. Thus, the ENP became not an instrument of
facilitating the EU-Ukraine cooperation, but rather an obstacle.
Stressing the non-membership nature of the ENP and the EaP, the EU provided perfect
grounds for the Kremlin propaganda, which continuously repeated that the Russia-lead
integration initiative is the only realistic option for the EaP countries, since the EU will never
propose membership to them.
The EU did not promptly consider the Russian factor.
The EU should have acted more quickly and decisively in the first decade of the XXI century,
when it already became clear that Moscow was seeking restoration of control over the former
USSR countries but Russia was not strong enough for openly launching aggression against its
neighbours.
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Currently the EU attempts to make the ENP effective. The Joint Communication on Review of
the ENP, submitted by Federica Mogherini and Johannes Hahn on November 18, 2015,
proposes to set stabilisation “as the main political priority” and set differentiation as “the
hallmark of the new ENP, recognising that not all partners aspire to EU rules and standards,
and reflecting the wishes of each country concerning the nature and focus of its partnership
with the EU.” Does this mean that the EU actually recognizes reluctance of its partners to
aspire to the rules and standards of democracy, human rights, and market economy?
Further, the 2015 Review of the ENP stipulates that “human rights and democracy will
continue to be an agenda item in our political dialogue with all partners in mutually agreed
formats”. If formats and agenda of a dialogue on human rights and democracy are to be set
by the authoritarian regimes in Minsk and Baku, such dialogues would become a formal
exercise, serving purely window-dressing purposes.
In 2004, the ENP Strategy Paper set that any differentiation in relations with the partners
“should be based on a clear commitment to shared values.” In 2015, the Review of the ENP
said that the work will develop on the existing basis “where a partner wishes to pursue deeper
relations with the EU based on shared values.” (p.4). And what about those who do not wish
to work on the basis of shared values? “The EU is ready to discuss the possibility to jointly set
new partnership priorities, which would focus each relationship more clearly on commonly
identified shared interests.” (p.4)
Thus, the Reviewed ENP actually opens a way for compromises regarding the core European
values.
Alexander Lukashenka has already expressed his view of priorities and proposed Johannes
Hahn to refocus Belarus dialogue with the EU from political issues (that means democracy and
human rights) to economic cooperation.
What the EU seeks to get in exchange for actual abandoning of the value-based approach? It
seeks stabilisation as the “main political priority”. The question is what exactly European
officials mean by “stability” and “pragmatism”? Is it about conservation of the authoritarian
regimes and turning a blind eye to violations of human rights, in a hope that these regimes
will forestall new democratic revolutions with subsequent instability?
Or is it about a hope that Lukashenka will resist possible Putin’s intentions to use the territory
of Belarus for an invasion into Ukraine or the EU/NATO countries?
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However, the truth is that the stability of authoritarian regimes is difficult to predict, as it was
illustrated by the Arab Spring and Ukraine's EuroMaidan. The regimes of Hosni Mubarak,
Muammar Gaddafi, and Viktor Yanukovych seemed unshakable to the EU politicians, until
right before their collapse. Do the EU leaders have the same illusions about stability of the
authoritarian regime in Belarus as they had about Mubarak, Gaddafi, and Yanukovych?
Do they really believe that Putin will seek Lukashenka’s consent if he decides to use the
Belarusian territory for his aggressive plans, especially given the existence of the Regional
Force Grouping (RFG) of Belarus and Russia? Isn't it more pragmatic to stimulate democratic
reforms, rather than to invest in authoritarian regimes with their unpredictable stability?
Pragmatism does not necessarily mean abandoning values. It means dealing with problems in
a reasonable, logical, and effective way.
Perceived dilemma of “the EU values vs pragmatism” is a wrong one. Moreover, abandoning
European values is counter-pragmatic and counterproductive for the EU, which itself is based
on these values. Abandoning values in foreign policy would result in their devaluation at home,
undermining stability inside the EU member states, and leading the European project to its
end.
Instead of abandoning values, the EU should effectively promote them through a pragmatic
policy, based on a sober assessment of the situation and choosing right instruments to achieve
set goals.
Under the current conditions, the most pragmatic approach for the EU would be to do the
following:
 admit that stability is anyway impossible in the nearest several years. Such are the
implications of recent mistakes made by the world’s major powers. The EU still has a
choice of an outcome of the current period of instability: will it find itself divided and
deprived of its value basis, or will it be strong in its value-based solidarity with
democratic forces inside the EU and with those forces in the EU neighbouring countries
who have made a democratic choice;
 admit that the policy of appeasement of Putin, Lukashenka, and other post-Soviet
authoritarian regimes will not bring stability and security;
 find an appropriate instrument to force the authoritarian regimes to implement
democratic reforms (strong and consistent sanctions is the most relevant tool);
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 find an appropriate instrument to increase motivations for the ENP and the EaP
countries to implement reforms, including a more effective use of the “more for more”
incentive.
It is not the European values that are really slowing down the implementation of the ENP and
the EaP policy, but the limited motivation.
The ENP and EaP should not be offered as an alternative to the EU membership for the East
European countries. Depriving the EaP countries of the membership prospects not only
violates Article 49 of the Treaty of the EU, but threatens the EaP nations with a perspective to
stall in the grey zone between the EU and Russia. A membership prospect as the best possible
motivator should be open for all European countries, as envisaged in the Article 49 of the
Treaty on EU.
Mobility has been declared as one of the priorities of the EaP, but it is still artificially limited
by visas, though hardly anyone seriously believes that citizens of Ukraine, Georgia or Belarus
pose a threat to the European security, especially if compared with almost uncontrolled
migration flows from Africa, Middle East and Asia.
Differentiation should mean an individual approach to every country, including individual
schedule and pace of cooperation, but not an individual set of requirements with regard to
democracy and human rights.
If the EU really intends to make the Eastern Neighbourhood Policy effective, it needs to focus
more on people rather than the ruling regimes. Supporting civil society, NGOs (not GONGOs),
and independent media is crucial for the ultimate success.
The current EU policy in the sphere of strategic communications neither helps to counter
Russian propaganda, nor promotes the European values. A comprehensive, proactive
communication policy is needed. Instead of reinventing a wheel by creating new Russianlanguage media, the EU should more actively support the existing independent media with a
proven track record.
Russia’s new approach to the European Union: neither peace, nor war
Russia has launched in the last two years both soft and hard offensives on the European
project on the basis of the following principles:
 co-existence: not together, but next to each other;
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 a need for a “buffer” zone around Russian borders;
 no interest in stabilizing the situation in neighbouring countries, creating and
maintaining a perimeter of permanent disorder and instability in the neighbourhood
“shared” with EU.
Russia’s hybrid peace scenario for the West at large and the EU in particular means neither
war nor peace. It includes:
 making use of the EU’s weaknesses and problems;
 constant destabilizing of the EU neighbourhood;
 obstruction of global systemic solutions;
 using momentum for opportunistic gains;
 creating visibility of its own influence.
Russia’s current hard power approach is based on the following notions:
 a one-sided interpretation of treaties, agreed principles, and norms on a case-by-case
basis, depending on the current political situation;
 a changed perception of war as a part of everyday life, a normal state of international
relations, and the main vehicle for establishing a new post-Cold War international
order;
 inevitability of the use of force in contemporary international relations;
 a drastically modified use of force with a multidimensional application not limited to
the military sphere but also covering economic, political, religious, and ideological
areas.
Shared interests and obligations vs. common values
The West is concentrating now on putting a dialogue with Russia back on track to reduce
tensions while engaging in a pragmatic effort to find ways that would enable an agreement
based on shared interests and obligations without having common values. There was a
suggestion by some Western policy advisers to start with issues where it is relatively easy to
reach an agreement with Russia that would help to build mutual confidence and trust, and
then build on this progress to tackle more complex challenges. International terrorism and
unregulated migration have been identified among the most urgent transnational threats
requiring a common approach.
According to Russian pro-governmental experts, their country’s relations with the West
should be based not on the ephemeral “common values” (never clearly articulated anyway, in
their interpretation) or on the convergence of development models, but on clearly spelled out
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interests of each party; the game coming from the “interests” could help avoiding a “zero-sum
game,” they claim.
The problem is that while the values should determine the strategy of the EU-Russia relations,
the interests influence the choice of tactics within the framework of the current situation.
Thus, the approach to cooperation proposed by Russia has a purely situational short-term
nature, which completely suits the Kremlin’s hybrid peace interests and is extremely
disadvantageous to the EU. The survival of the EU depends on the preservation of its values,
including in its relations with the countries on its periphery.
Where are the interests of the countries from the “shared” neighbourhood in the context of
EU-Russia relations? The current objective of re-establishing the West-Russia dialogue without
taking into consideration interests of the countries from the “shared” neighbourhood can
hardly be completed successfully. Thus, it should be of paramount importance for both Russia
and the West to find a compromise on the EaP countries, first of all, regarding Ukraine,
although not on the premise of Ukraine seen as merely a country “in-between” the two parties
“next to each other”.
Elaborating and adopting a format of a so-called “restricted coexistence” of EU and Russia
could be a possible way for such a compromise based on a strong defence of Ukraine’s national
interests related to the issue of the illegally annexed Crimea as well as of the prospects of
European and Euro-Atlantic integration of Ukraine.
One of the problems is that there are very few qualified experts who can explain to politicians
what we can expect from Russia. In the US, a number of analysts on Russia has dropped from
10 thousand during the Cold War to less than a thousand today. Information from and
expertise of those who are still competent are often dismissed by policy-makers. Many
politicians have an outdated view on Russia, believing that there is still a certain level of
democracy there and that it is at large an ally, not an enemy.
Russia is testing the will of the West. The intention of Russia is the occupation of the eastern
part of Ukraine if the country gets closer to Europe. Strong efforts are needed to stop Russia's
soft power and influence on Europe. Russia is now trying to give its response to the expansion
of NATO which it perceives as a provocation.
Russian propaganda now reaches Western societies through TV and Internet and incites
populistic and Euro-sceptic moods. Many Western media contribute to the populistic
discourse as well. Not enough is done to deter Russia’s soft power intervention. The EU should
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get its own policies – both internal and externa l– in order. Western withdrawal always leads
to crises. Gaps in the Western policies are effectively used by Russian propaganda.
A challenge of three simultaneous and inter-related tasks of the EU
It is clear that the EU is dealing now with a set of three very difficult tasks, which combined,
represent probably the biggest challenge it has ever faced. The EU has to simultaneously:
1. address the challenge of Russia, in all its aspects, including the ongoing war on the
European continent and the worst breach of international security agreements since
WWII;
2. assist in protecting sovereignty of the Eastern Partnership (EaP) countries and support
their democratic transformation; and
3. deal with its own internal problems of erosion of the values and principles of democracy
and rule of law that the EU was established on, while addressing the massive migration
crisis.
In dealing with all the three tasks, the EU appears to be confused, late, inconsistent, and
divided. It is not surprising because all three of them are interconnected and mutually
dependent.
The EU will be able to address the challenge of Russia only if it successfully addresses its own
internal problems and rebuilds the European Union as a project of a union of democratic
nations. Likewise, by rebuilding itself, the EU will be able to more successfully influence the
situation in the EaP countries and support democratic transition there. When the EU is divided
internally about democratic principles of governance in its member states, its foreign policy
becomes less united and increasingly based on Realpolitik rather than value-driven. These
negative changes in the EU foreign policy help autocrats in the East to use security arguments,
criticism of the EU institutions, and economic interests of individual EU member states to
develop lobbying inside the EU and divide the EU unity.
The following seven recommendations can be given to the EU to address these three
challenges at once:
1. Consistently defend the principles of international law and protect Ukraine’s sovereignty.
Strive to stop the Kremlin’s aggression in Ukraine and not allow Vladimir Putin to freeze the
status-quo there by increasing the price to the Kremlin. Be consistent and not lift sanctions
until the hostilities are over, Kremlin’s support of the separatists stops, control over the
Ukrainian border is re-established, and sovereignty of Ukraine restored. Expand sanctions if
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the Kremlin continues its aggression and interference in Ukraine. Never accept occupation of
Crimea and maintain Crimea-related sanctions. Consistent and firm approach will serve to
prevent further aggression elsewhere.
2. Take care of vulnerabilities in EU’s own security (military and energy) and provide protection
to those EU member states which may become next targets of the Kremlin’s aggression –
through hybrid or classic war actions. However, a focus should be not on taking reactive steps,
reacting to each and every Russian provocation and engaging in a spiral of increased
confrontation, prone to emergence of accidental military conflict. Instead, the EU (and NATO)
should take systemic measures, aimed at strengthening military and energy security of its
members. At the same time, EU should not be afraid of “provoking” and irritating the Kremlin
by building stronger security architecture. The main reason for Putin’s aggressive steps is not
his reaction to the West’s counter-measures but domestic policy and his need to mobilise
public support at home, in Russia, by demonstrating his “toughness” and successes in a
struggle with “enemies”. Aggressive steps, provocations and “testing the boundaries of
permissible” will continue regardless of a security response of the West. The best instrument
to stop the Kremlin’s aggressive behaviour is economic pressure and systemic strengthening
of security, not reactions to provocations.
3. Support democratic transformation of the EaP countries, as well as Central Asian countries,
rather than consolidate their autocratic regimes in a hope to isolate Russia. Value-based policy
is the best recipe for protecting sovereignty of these countries and ensuring regional security.
Authoritarian leaders are not capable of protecting security and independence of their
countries. Solidarity with Ukraine and supporting its democratic transition are of particular
importance: success of Ukraine will do a major blow to the Kremlin’s imperial project and will
serve as a role model to other countries of the region.
4. Strengthen the EU as a democratic project based on the values of democracy, rule of law,
and human rights, and successfully address the challenge of the populist illiberal turnaround
(in particular, in the Visegrad-4 countries) and the rise of the extreme right-, left, populist, and
Euro-sceptic political forces across Europe. In the case of further consolidation of these forces
and exacerbation of the value crisis, not only the EU as a democratic project will be threatened
and the problems of mass migration will be more difficult to address but the unity of the EU
in its relations with Russia and the EaP countries will be further undermined. Autocrats in the
East will be able to state even louder that “the EU has no right to criticise us for problems in
human rights and democracy when it is internally divided on these issues. These demands to
us are no more than double standards and a tool to undermine our governments.” How
exactly the EU can influence the non-democratic evolution of the Visegrad-4 governments and
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what leverage it has, in addition to using economic assistance, is an open question which
requires further discussion.
5. Expose and undermine Kremlin’s lobbying networks in Europe and counter its propaganda
targeting the European public. Moscow has created a vast network of lobbyists in the EU,
including corrupt western politicians and experts working to weaken and split the EU and to
undermine the democratic concept of the development of Europe. The Kremlin invests huge
amount of resources for the support of extreme right and extreme left politicians and Eurosceptics throughout Europe. But no less is invested in numerous think-tanks, expert centres,
and journalists. Some of them are the Kremlin’s “useful idiots,” offering their support for
ideological reasons, while many are simply bought. Look at who works for Russia Today and
Sputnik News broadcasting in Europe: more than half of them are foreign journalists and
“experts”.
6. Assist democratic change in Russia. The West should not give up on democratic change in
Russia and agree to co-existence with a dictatorship and to a new division of the continent, as
Putin wants. It should renew its support for a democratic transition in Russia. A democratic
change in Russia, as in other countries, can come from a combination of internal demand for
change, a split within the elites, and external pressure and support. As Andrey Sakharov said
back in the 1970s, “my country needs pressure and support.” Pressure should be aimed at the
ruling circles, interested in maintaining the status-quo, by applying targeted economic
sanctions, in particular on the oligarchs, Putin’s friends and companies that not only benefit
from the regime but also serve as its support base by extracting cash from trade in natural
resources and channelling it to the top through corruption schemes; investigating Russian
dirty money, the corrupt Russian elite’s assets throughout Europe, and criminal ties exported
to the EU; and using the mechanism of universal jurisdiction to prosecute culprits of gross
human rights violations such as torture, political assassinations or enforced disappearances,
in national courts in Europe. Assistance for strengthening internal demand for change in Russia
should be done by increasing support to pro-democracy forces, including civil society,
remaining pockets of independent media, and political activists. In addition to this, the EU
should develop an effective communication strategy for reaching out to the Russian public,
affected by the “zombifying” propaganda. The EU should explain the Russian public that
Western restrictive measures are not targeted at Russia as a nation but at the Russian
authorities to push them to change their course of actions. The EU should find a way to
counter the myths of Kremlin’s anti-European propaganda and highlight advantages of the
European perspective for Russia.
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7. Selectively engage with Russia on issues of mutual interest in foreign policy such as
countering terrorism, addressing the problems of mass migration and nuclear nonproliferation. However, it is very important that the West does not strike a deal on the
Kremlin’s terms. Essentially, Moscow is trying to persuade the West to accept contemporary
Russia as an equal partner in addressing global problems and reconcile with the Kremlin’s
domestic and foreign policy and its violations of international law. This role would be similar
to the role the Soviet Union played in relations with the West at the times of Stalin in a joint
struggle against over Nazi Germany. “If you want our cooperation, accept us the way we are,”
is the logic of Moscow today. The dream of the Kremlin’s leaders is to impose on the West a
“new Yalta”, where leaders of the great powers would sit at a table together as equals and
strike a new deal on dividing “spheres of influence”. This would allow the Kremlin to maintain
all the territorial gains accumulated recently through aggressive actions, such as in Crimea,
the South Caucasus or Transnistria, and establish political, economic and military control in
the post-Soviet space and possibly beyond. These conditions should not be accepted, even if
Putin threatens with new wars. The West should understand that the current regime in the
Kremlin is not at all a reliable partner. Agreeing to these conditions would mean a defeat of
the democratic Europe.
As said above, the best way to contain a new aggression is a combination of applying economic
pressure on the Kremlin, strengthening the EU as a democratic project, and pursuing a valuebased policy regarding the Eastern Partnership countries. These three tasks should be pursued
simultaneously and in coordination.
Belarus: A case of False Pragmatism
The new approach of the EU to the EaP countries de-facto means abandoning values, and
unfortunately, Belarus is a striking example. Geopolitical considerations regarding
rapprochement with Belarus are short-sighted and mythology-based, built on the assumption
that Lukashenka has made a pro-European choice and wants to get rid of Russian influence.
EU has once again engaged in “the pendulum game” of Lukashenka, and every “pendulum
swing” hits Belarusian civil society harder.
The new engagement of the West with the Belarusian dictator is justified by Russia's
aggressive policy in the region, including its role in the military conflict in Ukraine, and the
alleged role of Lukashenka as a “peacemaker” and a host of the Minsk negotiations. However,
the arguments claiming that the geopolitical situation has changed and that it is now possible
to “detach” Belarus from Russia are contradicted by practical steps from the Lukashenka side.
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Plans for a Russian airbase in Belarus are still on the table. One Western diplomat wondered:
“How should we understand the fact that there are Russian planes, but there is no base”.
Today, the situation has become worse. Discussion of the airbase has been replaced by the
issue of a missile base. The emergence of Russian missiles in Belarus has become possible.
Cooperation of the EU with the Belarusian dictatorial regime can maintain the country’s
stability in a short term, but in a long-term it will not work. It will not lead to positive change
and stability in the region.
Only a democratic society with democratically, free and fair elected, accountable authority
can be regarded as a stable one. Any cooperation with dictatorships must be strictly
conditional.
Therefore, an emphasis on values, advocated by the Belarusian opposition, civil society and
independent media, should become a practical policy of the EU. A joint statement of the
recent meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Visegrad Group and the Eastern Partnership
countries provides a very dangerous position, which actually recognizes the existence of
dictatorships and their right to a particular path of development, even in relations with the
EU.
Economic sanctions are the only effective tool that makes both the Kremlin and Lukashenka
listen to Europe. With regard to Belarus, there is also a leverage of promise of financial
assistance, because Belarusian economy is in a very bad condition and in need of money;
hence, a lot can be achieved through the use of the policy of conditionality in connection with
loans and assistance.
To receive financial assistance and trade preferences, Lukashenka must present a real, rather
than imaginary, democratisation of the country. There should be direct outreach to the
society. If the EU is a democratic project, its partners should be not only the authorities and
their front organizations, but a real civil society and democratic political activists.
EU’s turn from the policy of values to the policy of cooperation with the illegal regime in
Belarus is not only immoral, but also irrational from the point of view of preservation of
Belarus as an independent state. Russian support is the reason why the Lukashenka regime
still exists. Without this support, the existing model in Belarus would be impossible.
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Russian subsidies to the Belarusian economy are enormous. During some years, it amounted
to 25% of the Belarusian GDP. Mr. Lukashenko has made several attempts to eliminate the
independence of Belarus in exchange for money. He has been stopped only by the Belarusian
society. Tens of thousands of people, in spite of the repression, took to the streets to protest.
European politicians claim that by their political and economic help to Lukashenka they will
save the independence of Belarus. However, Russia has a powerful leverage: it would be
enough just to introduce the world energy prices for Russian oil and gas supplies to Belarus.
A guarantee of independence of Belarus is not Lukashenka who has been doing everything to
weaken the independence for the last 20 years. Belarusian society and its willingness to
defend its country is the real guarantee of independence. We have seen an example in
Ukraine, which has managed to raise a generation of patriots, selflessly defending their
country from aggression. In Belarus, Lukashenko did his best to prevent appearance of such
generation.
Geopolitical argument is not valid for another reason, too: if one looks at the example of
Ukraine, when the EU cooperated with President Yanukovych but, in the end, did not support
him when Ukraine came under pressure from Russia. The same is seen now in Belarus. Today,
the West uses the geopolitical argument to cooperate with the autocratic regime, but in a
situation when pressure from Russia rises, it will not support and protect Lukashenko. So why
use this geopolitical argument, if in the end the ruling regime and independence of Belarus
will not be protected. Continued cooperation of the EU with dictator Lukashenko may lead to
the loss of trust towards the EU among Belarusians.
A decline of the EU support to Belarusian pro-democracy projects, including independent
media, located in Belarus or abroad, is a disturbing trend. New friendship of the EU with
Lukashenko, or at least a desire to improve relations with Belarus as a “buffer zone”, goes
hand in hand with the desire of Belarusian and Russian authorities to eliminate EU’s support
of independent media.
This is very dangerous. Termination of the support of the Belarusian independent journalism
would be a de-facto invitation for Russian troops to Belarus: although public opinion in Belarus
is against Lukashenka, unfortunately, Putin is very popular there. Only the Belarusian
independent media, such as “Charter’97”, “Belsat”, “Radio Racyja”, “Nasha Niva”, “Narodnaya
Volya”, and others, successfully oppose the Kremlin’s propaganda.
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According to sociological surveys, more than half of Belarusians support Russia's annexation
of Crimea and its invasion of Donbass. This is a result of an unrestricted flow of Russian
propaganda in Belarus. Only independent media and Belarusian opposition and civil society
are the guarantors of the preservation of the sovereignty of Belarus.
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